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ABSTRACT

This dissertation is comprised of three separate papers related to the player labor market

and team decision making process in Major League Baseball (MLB).

The first paper focuses on the MLB labor market after the publication of the book Mon-

eyball (Lewis, 2003). The book claimed that data analytics enabled savvy operators to

exploit inefficiencies in the market for baseball players. The economic analysis of Hakes

and Sauer (2006) appeared to show that the publication of Moneyball represented a wa-

tershed, after which inefficiencies had been competed away. In both cases analysis focused

on composite statistics such as on-base percentage (OBP) and slugging percentage (SLG).

This paper relies on a more structural approach, associated with the statistical analysis of

Lindsey (1963) which identifies the run value of each individual event in a game. Using

a dataset of every event in every game from 1996 to 2015, we show that the run value of

each event can be accurately calculated, as can the run value contribution of each player.

We show that the compensation of free agents reliably reflects the run value contribution of

each player, regardless of the source of those contributions (walks, singles, and home runs).

We find this was true both before and after the publication of Moneyball, suggesting that

the labor market for batters in Major League Baseball operated efficiently across our entire

sample period.

The second paper proposes novel approaches to measuring team productivity and evalu-

ating trading efficiency in MLB from 1994-2016 through an application of portfolio theory.

x



The performance of individual players is again measured using a structural approach relat-

ing player outcomes to team runs as developed by Lindsey (1963). Using a portfolio theory

framework, we treat MLB teams as a portfolio of players (assets), each of which can be

defined by an expected contribution of runs per game and the variance of this measure. It

is found that both the expected value and variance have a positive impact on team runs

scored. Given our definition of teams characterized by their expected values and variances,

we evaluate trading efficiency between teams given their pre-trade expected values and vari-

ances and the acquired player’s pre-trade expected value and variance. We find that trade

efficiency has improved in recent years, consistent with the growth in data-driven decision

making used in MLB front offices.

The third and final paper investigates the impact of employer role assignments for entry-

level positions on the career paths of their entry-level employees. Specifically, we focus on the

impact of a pitcher’s entry-level role on the pitcher’s survivability in MLB. In professional

baseball, pitchers are generally categorized into one of two pitcher types: starting pitcher

or relief pitcher. These pitcher types have distinct roles and different levels of labor supply

associated with them. These roles are also generally assigned to the pitcher by his team.

Using Kaplan-Meier estimators and a Cox-Proportional Hazard model, we find that players

assigned entry-level reliever roles face a significant survival disadvantage compared to entry-

level starting pitchers and that differences in quality between pitcher groups do not explain

this disadvantage. These results illustrate how the early-career decisions made by employers

on behalf of their employees can ultimately have career altering implications for workers.
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Chapter I

Introduction

This dissertation is comprised of three separate papers related to the player labor market

and team decision making process in Major League Baseball (MLB). In recent years, there

has been a substantial growth of academic research in the areas of sport economics and sport

finance. One key area of research within these disciplines has been on the labor market of

professional athletes. As alluded to in Kahn (2000), the professional sports industry provides

researchers a unique opportunity to test theory from labor economics which may be otherwise

difficult when conducting such research in other industries. Desirable characteristics of using

professional sports data for labor economics research include the observability of employee

performance, the ability to objectively measure employee productivity, and the availability

of employee wage data.

Baseball has been one of the more popular sports for research in labor economics due to

the relative ease in reliably measuring a player’s contributions to his team. A baseball game

is comprised of a series of largely discrete events for which production value can be largely

attributed to two primary players: the pitcher and the hitter. This makes performance

measurement in baseball easier compared to other sports that are more continuous and

team-dependent in nature (i.e. soccer, basketball, etc.).
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This dissertation proceeds as follows. Chapter 2 focuses on the MLB labor market after

the publication of the book Moneyball (Lewis, 2003). This chapter seeks to determine

whether significant changes to the salary determination process exist for free agents after

the publication of Moneyball using a more structural approach to productivity measurement

than the previous research on the topic. Chapter 3 develops an approach utilizing the mean-

variance framework from financial portfolio theory to measure trade efficiency between teams

in MLB. Chapter 4 investigates the impact of entry-level roles on career paths in MLB. This

chapter specifically focuses on the entry-level roles of pitchers and how these entry-level role

assignments greatly impact the ability of pitchers to survive in the league long-term. Chapter

5 offers a brief conclusion of this dissertation with a high-level summary of results from each

chapter.
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Chapter II

All Runs Are Created Equal: Labor Market Efficiency

in Major League Baseball

2.1 Introduction

“Every event on a baseball field Paul understood as having an “expected run value.” You
don’t need to be able to calculate expected run values to understand them. Everything
that happens on a baseball field alters, often very subtly, a team’s chances of scoring runs.
Every event on a baseball field changes, often imperceptibly, the state of the game. For
example, the value of having no runners on base with nobody on base and no count on the
batter is roughly .55 runs, because that is what a baseball team, on average, will score in
that situation. If the batter smacks a double, he changes the “state” of the game: it’s now
nobody out with a runner on second base. The expected run value of that new “state” is
1.1 runs. It follows that the contribution of a leadoff double to a team’s expected runs is
.55 runs (1.1 minus .55). If the batter, instead of hitting a double, strikes out, he lowers the
team’s expected run value to roughly .30 runs. The cost of making that out was therefore
.25 runs — the difference between the value of the original state of the game and the state
the batter left it in.” Moneyball (Lewis, 2003, p. 134)

“This is a very simple game. You throw the ball, you catch the ball, you hit the ball.”
Bull Durham (1988)

Michael Lewis’s book Moneyball: the Art of Winning an Unfair Game is widely credited

with transforming the analysis of baseball. The central proposition of the book is that
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general managers and coaches used to neglect statistics and rely on gut-feel or the opinions

of scouts who paid little attention to performance data. According to the book, Billy Beane,

general manager of the Oakland Athletics and Paul DePodesta (mentioned in the quote

above) generated above average team performance on a restricted budget by hiring players

with undervalued statistics, such as the capacity to draw a walk.

Hakes and Sauer (2006, 2007) appeared to confirm this finding. Their research focused

on two statistics – slugging percentage (SLG) and on-base percentage (OBP). The former,

a measure of batting power, was popular as an index of player ability but gave no weight to

the capacity to draw a walk. By contrast, on-base percentage was less popular as a measure

of ability but crucially did include the capacity to draw a walk. The authors compared the

significance of the two statistics in (a) determining team wins and (b) determining player

salaries. Efficiency, they argued, required that the relative weights of each statistic in a

wins regression should be similar to the corresponding weights in a salary regression. In

their regression analysis they found the weights were relatively stable, year by year, in the

wins regression. In the salary regression, however, they found that prior to publication of

Moneyball, SLG contributed significantly, but that OBP was statistically insignificant. After

the publication of Moneyball, however, OBP did become significant in the salary regression

and the relative size of the OBP and SLG coefficients were similar to what was observed in

the wins regression. This, they argued, provided evidence that the publication of Moneyball

really did change the relative valuation of skills and made the player market more efficient.

The book frequently mentioned the undervaluation of OBP, and the striking confirmation

in the work of Hakes and Sauer has emphasized this point further. After the publication

of Moneyball, both OBP and SLG became frequently referenced performance indicators

in Major League Baseball as both metrics improved upon traditional measures (such as

batting average) by aggregating and distinguishing between more types of player performance

outcomes than previously used metrics. But as the quotation at the start of this paper
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suggests, DePodesta and Beane were ultimately interested in player performance outcomes

at a more granular level than OBP and SLG. In this paper we develop an approach based

around the concept of run expectancy, which allows us to structurally determine the value of

specific events in baseball, based on each event’s contribution to runs. While this approach is

popular in the sabermetrics community, it has yet to be utilized extensively in the academic

research on labor market efficiency in Major League Baseball. Given the interest in more

granular levels of player performance as evidenced by the quote above, we feel that a logical

next step is to fill this gap in the literature. We follow the approach of Hakes and Sauer

(2006), measuring the determinants of win percentage at the level of the team and then

testing whether the contributions of players are rewarded in proportion to their contributions

to win percentage. To do so, however, we adopt the concept of run expectancy and the run

value produced by players.

If the player market works efficiently, then the batting contributions of players should be

valued purely on the basis of their contributions to generating runs, and not the way in which

those runs are generated. Thus walks, singles, and home runs are all batting events that

contribute to run scoring. They each generate different amounts of expected runs, which we

can calculate in any given season by the frequency of run changes associated with each event

type, based on all events in a season (of which there are around 200,000). Thus for example,

if the expected run value of a home run was 1.5 runs, and the expected run value of a single

was 0.5 runs, then the player who hits 12 singles contributes exactly as much run value as a

player who contributes 4 home runs (all else equal).

In this paper we derive the run value contributions of Major League Baseball players and

test the proposition that batting event types are valued proportionately to their run values,

using player performance data covering the period 1996-2015 and salaries covering the period

1997-2016. When considering free agents we find that we cannot reject the hypothesis of

equal returns across the entire period, and find only small differences when comparing the
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periods before and after the publication of Moneyball. We do observe an increase in the return

to walks compared to singles and home runs, but the increase does not lead to significantly

different returns for these outcomes.

In the next section we review the literature, and the following section we describe our

model and estimation. The final section concludes.

2.2 Literature Review

Economists have long had an interest in productivity and salary determination in base-

ball. Scully (1974) identified the relationship between (a) batting performance and wins

(marginal product) and (b) wins and team revenue (marginal revenue) in order to identify

marginal revenue product and measure the extent of monopsonistic exploitation under the

reserve clause. The introduction of limited free agency after 1975 led to follow up studies

by Sommers and Quinton (1982), Raimondo (1983), Fort (1992), Zimbalist (1992), Kahn

(1993), MacDonald and Reynolds (1994), Marburger (1994), Krautmann (1999), Hakes and

Turner (2011), Bradbury (2013) and Humphreys and Pyun (2017). A parallel development

during this period was the development of “sabermetrics” – the analysis of baseball statistics.

The most notable figure in this movement has been Bill James, who developed a number of

statistics for measuring player performance, popularized the use of statistical methods and

published numerous books on baseball statistics (e.g. James (2003)). He, in turn, was a

significant influence on Billy Beane, who became the general manager of the Oakland A’s in

the 1990s and whose baseball strategy was the subject of Moneyball.

The papers of Hakes and Sauer (2006, 2007) both formalized some propositions contained

in Moneyball and provided a statistical test. Thus, the book refers to DePodesta’s views

on “the overwhelming importance of on-base percentage” (Lewis, 2003, p34) and states

that “not long after he arrived in Oakland, Paul asked himself a question: what was the
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relative importance of on-base percentage and slugging percentage” (Lewis, 2003, p127).

That was exactly the focus of Hakes and Sauer (2006). They showed that OBP has been

consistently important in determining team win percentage, at least as important as SLG,

but that only after the publication of Moneyball did it become significant in determining

player salaries (whereas prior to Moneyball only SLG had been significant). Hakes and Sauer

(2007) extended the analysis one year further forward and fifteen years further back, finding

that, while a trend increase in the valuation of OBP pre-dated Moneyball, there was still a

significant jump in the three years after publication. They also develop alternative measures,

intended to capture the notions of hitting ability, control (which includes the capacity to

draw a walk), and power to better isolate the skills underlying OBP and SLG.

SLG is a weighted measure of batting performance, equal to (singles + 2 x doubles +

3 x triples + 4 x home runs)/at bats (despite the name, it is not a percentage). OBP is

an unweighted measure of the capacity to get on base, either by hitting the ball or drawing

a walk. Thus OBP = (singles + doubles + triples + home runs + walks + hit by pitch

)/(at bats + walks + hit by pitch + sacrifice flys), and hence, is a percentage.1 As these

definitions might suggest, there is in fact a strong correlation between OBP and SLG, a

point which is made by Hakes and Sauer (2007), Baumer and Zimbalist (2014), and Holmes

et al (2018). The fact that the collinearity here is partly structural, i.e. caused by designing

statistics that include the same measures, suggests that we can address the problem by

relying on more disaggregated statistics that are not as closely correlated. This approach is

adopted by Duquette et al (2019), who use elements of team batting performance (singles,

doubles, triples, home runs, walks), base running (stolen bases and caught stealing), pitching

performance (strikeouts) and fielding (errors) to explain both win percentage and team

1For those not familiar with baseball, a batter that is struck by a ball thrown by the pitcher gets to walk
to first base, while a sacrifice fly is a ball into the air leading to the player being caught out, but allows a
player already on base to score a run (reaching home plate). When a batter goes in to bat this is called a
plate appearance, but an at bat refers only to those plate appearances which do not result in a walk, hit by
pitch or sacrifice fly.
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payrolls. As we discuss below, we can in fact be much more precise in relating batting

performance (inputs) to runs produced (output).

Baumer and Zimbalist (2014) conduct a follow up study to Hakes and Sauer using data for

the seasons 1985-2012. In their salary regressions, they use the alternative metrics pertaining

to hitting ability, control, and power developed in Hakes and Sauer (2007) in place of OBP

and SLG. They find that the market inefficiencies detected by Hakes and Sauer had been

corrected by 2006.

Brown et al (2017) extended the Hakes and Sauer analysis another five years further

forward, up until 2011, eight years after the publication of Moneyball. They adopted the

same methodology as Hakes and Sauer (2006), focusing on the impact of OBP and SLG.

When calculating salary regressions they estimated separate regressions for the three contract

states of players: reserve clause (one to two years service time in the majors), arbitration

eligible (3-6 years) and free agents (more than six years).2 They conclude that the step jump

identified by Hakes and Sauer has in fact persisted, although they only find an effect for free

agents.

Holmes et al (2018) use data for the period 1997-2012. They test a model similar to

Hakes and Sauer, but find that OBP increased on salaries only in the year 2004, and not

thereafter. However, they are also skeptical about this result given the correlation between

OBP and SLG. Therefore, they also use the alternative measures of hitting ability, control

and power developed in Hakes and Sauer (2007). However, they find little evidence with

these measures of any appreciable increase in the salary returns to control and thus conclude

that there is little evidence that anything changed in the post-Moneyball era.

Duquette et al (2019) use team payroll data from 1988 to 2017 to conduct their pre-

and post-Moneyball analysis. Unlike the other studies, they take the more disaggregated

2Hakes and Sauer included all players in the same equation but identified contract status with dummy
variables.
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approach, and regress payroll on team level aggregates for walks, singles, doubles, triples,

home runs, stolen bases, strikeouts and errors. They find that the coefficient for walks

is significant before the publication of Moneyball and that changes to the coefficient after

Moneyball’s publication are insignificant. Unlike all of the other studies, Duquette et al

(2019) do not use individual player salary data, thus combining players of all contractual

types, ages, experience and so on. Since team payrolls in baseball are closely correlated with

win percentage (see. e.g. Hall et al (2002)), these regressions may just be capturing the

relationship between performance statistics and winning, rather than the valuation of the

individual skills of each player.

The links between the batting statistics and outcomes described thus far are ad-hoc. The

batting statistics are plausible contributors to team success, but the causal link from the

statistics to runs and therefore wins is not explicit. A structural approach to the evaluation

of batting performance has been developed in recent years, building on the pioneering work

of Lindsey (1963). Lindsey formalized the notion of run expectancy. Expected runs are

defined by the frequency of runs scored from a given state in a half inning to the end of the

half inning.3 There are 24 possible states in a half inning depending on the number of outs

(0, 1 or 2) and the runners on base (no runners on base, a runner on first and no one on

second and third, a runner on first and second and no one on third, etc). In the game, the

states change as a result of events - most events are the result of an at-bat, e.g. a single,

a home run, a walk or an out. Each event alters the expected number of runs that will be

scored from the current state to end of the half inning. Lindsey calculated frequencies by

hand based on 27,027 events over two seasons.

Thorn et al (1985) extended Lindsey’s work and used computers to make these calcula-

tions on the basis of all events in a single season, so as to generate a run expectancy matrix

3In baseball, the inning refers to the at bats of both teams, and so the performance of just one team in
an inning is referred to as a half inning. This is unlike cricket, where the inning refers typically to just a
single team.
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for a given year. Once the run expectancy matrix is derived, it is possible to place a run

value on a specific event equal to the runs scored during the event plus the run expectancy

at the end of the event minus the run expectancy at the beginning of the event. This method

can then be used to value the run contributions of individual players. This approach has

been extensively discussed in the work of Albert and Bennett (2001) and Tango et al (2006).

Marchi and Albert (ch.5, 2013) provide a useful guide on how to generate these statistics,

while Baumer et al (2015) show how to derive the related measure of Wins Above Replace-

ment (WAR) using open-source data. Despite this previous research by the sabermetrics

community, the run value approach to valuing player productivity has yet to be utilized

extensively in the sport economic literature. While some economists have discussed the

usefulness of run expectancy and related concepts (see e.g. Bradbury [2010], Baumer and

Zimbalist [2014]), these tools have been relatively neglected in the field up until now. How-

ever, using the run value approach to measure player productivity allows for a more explicit

determination of a player’s contribution to team output than the measures of productivity

included in past research. As a result, the run value approach should allow us to conduct a

reliable test of market efficiency for the more granular outcomes underlying OBP and SLG.

Thus, an application of the run value approach in a test for market efficiency seems like a

natural next step in extending the previous work completed on player pay and productivity

in baseball. In the following sections, we use these methods to test the efficiency of the labor

market and to test for Moneyball effects in Major League Baseball.

2.3 Model and Estimation

Our approach essentially mimics that of Hakes and Sauer (2006). First, we estimate the

determinants of win production using team level statistics, and then we estimate the return

to players on their contributions to those same statistics. We test the hypothesis that the
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returns to different types of event production are equalized, so that player event contributions

are valued strictly in proportion to their contribution to winning. In our paper, we base the

estimates on statistics that should translate directly into runs, which we take to be the key

measure of batting performance in baseball.

2.3.1 Team Statistics

From the point of view of any team i we can define the outcome in any season t as a

function of runs scored and runs against:

(2.1) Wpcit = f(Rit, RAit)

where Wpc is win percentage, R is team runs scored and RA is team runs against.

We can then define runs as a function of batting events, which advance the players around

the bases:

(2.2) Rit = g(BBit, X1Bit, X2Bit, X3Bit, HRit)

where BB refers to walks, X1B to singles, X2B to doubles, X3B to triples and HR to home

runs. Likewise runs against can be defined as:

(2.3) RAit = h(BBAit, X1BAit, X2BAit, X3BAit, HRAit)

where each total is analogous to (2.2), only referring to the scores against the team in

question.

In Table 2.1 we report ordinary least squares estimates for the linear versions of equations
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(2.1)-(2.3) using data aggregated at the team and season level for the seasons 1996-2015.4 We

obtain this team-level data from the Lahman Database.5 These estimates are the analogue

of calculating the relationship between Wpc and OBP and SLG in Hakes and Sauer (2006,

Table 1). Team and season level fixed effects are included in these models as well.

Table 2.1: Team Performance Estimates

Dependent variable Wpc R RA Wpc Wpc
R 0.000593∗∗∗

(0.0000172)
RA −0.000623∗∗∗

(0.0000155)
BB 0.347∗∗∗ 0.000221∗∗∗ 0.000264∗∗∗

(0.0194) (0.0000262) (0.0000182)
X1B 0.498∗∗∗ 0.000330∗∗∗ 0.000330∗∗∗

(0.0196) (0.0000263) (0.0000193)
X2B 0.730∗∗∗ 0.000337∗∗∗ 0.000399∗∗∗

(0.0461) (0.0000622) (0.0000420)
X3B 1.402∗∗∗ 0.000419∗ 0.000690∗∗∗

(0.137) (0.000185) (0.000133)
HR 1.398∗∗∗ 0.000953∗∗∗ 0.000952∗∗∗

(0.0405) (0.0000555) (0.0000467)
BBA 0.378∗∗∗ −0.000307∗∗∗ −0.000264∗∗∗

(0.0215) (0.0000268) (0.0000182)
X1BA 0.534∗∗∗ −0.000330∗∗∗ −0.000330∗∗∗

(0.0230) (0.0000285) (0.0000193)
X2BA 0.739∗∗∗ −0.000418∗∗∗ −0.000399∗∗∗

(0.0455) (0.0000564) (0.0000420)
X3BA 1.276∗∗∗ −0.000894∗∗∗ −0.000690∗∗∗

(0.171) (0.0002136) (0.000133)
HRA 1.488∗∗∗ −0.000957∗∗∗ −0.000952∗∗∗

(0.0602) (0.0000756) (0.0000467)
Constant 0.521∗∗∗ −376.685∗∗∗ −473.298∗∗∗ 0.600∗∗∗ 0.517∗∗∗

(0.0218) (26.448) (27.010) (0.0473) (0.0128)

Observations 596 596 596 596 596
R-squared 0.888 0.938 0.935 0.828 0.824
Standard Errors in Parentheses
∗∗∗p < 0.001; ∗∗p < 0.01; ∗p < 0.05

Team and season level fixed effects included

4See Albert and Bennett (2001) or Albert (2016) for examples using this approach.
5http://www.seanlahman.com/baseball-archive/statistics/
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The first column reports the estimates for the relationship between win percentage, runs

and runs against. The second column estimates runs as a function of the five main batting

events produced by the batters, and the third column reports the analogous estimates for runs

against. Column (4) combines these estimates to relate batting events to win percentage,

while column (5) constrains the for and against coefficients for each event type to be of equal

and opposite sign.

While these regressions explain approximately 94% of the variation in both runs and

runs against by using our five standard batting events, we have omitted other variables (i.e.

fielding, age, etc.) that are likely related to team success. We address these variables in

more detail when it comes to testing our main hypothesis.

2.3.2 Player Statistics

We now want to estimate the contribution to runs of each batter based on their produc-

tion of events such as walks, singles, etc., across the season, using the approach developed

by Lindsey (1963). Each event type has a run value, which we can estimate based on the

run expectancy matrix. The intuition behind the run expectancy matrix is that batting

statistics are context dependent – the value of an action depends on the state of the half

inning in which it occurs. Whenever a batter steps up to the plate, the half inning is in one

of 24 potential states, which are defined by the states of the bases and the number of outs

– see Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: The Run Expectancy Matrix

Outs

Base
States

0 1 2
000
100
010
110
001
101
011
111

Thus base state 000 means no runners on base, 100 means a runner on first and no

runners on second or third, 010 means no runner on first, a runner on second and no runner

on third, and so on. The run expectancy matrix is then populated by finding the average

number of runs scored from any given state to the end of the half inning, for all events in

an entire season. This can be done using event data available at Retrosheet.org or in recent

years from files made available by MLBAM.6 The event level data used to derive the run

expectancies and run values in this paper comes from Retrosheet.

6https://www.retrosheet.org/game.htm;
https://www.rdocumentation.org/packages/mlbgameday/versions/0.2.0
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Table 2.2: The Run Expectancy Matrix for the 2011 MLB Season

0 1 2
000 0.471 0.255 0.097
100 0.835 0.496 0.218
010 1.058 0.650 0.309
110 1.414 0.874 0.422
001 1.454 0.937 0.317
101 1.753 1.150 0.488
011 1.930 1.339 0.541
111 2.172 1.475 0.761

Table 2.2 is the run expectancy matrix for the 2011 MLB season, based on 191,864

events. Thus, for example, the average number of runs scored, from the state of no outs

and no runners on base until the end of the half inning, was 0.471. The number of runs

scored on average with no runners on base and two outs until the end of the half inning was

0.097. Not surprisingly, run expectancy tends to increase when there are more runners on

base, when the runners are further advanced, and when there are fewer outs. There are some

variations in the run expectancy matrices from year to year, but generally these variations

are quite small. Over the timeframe 1996-2015, the standard deviation in run expectancy for

the season was below 0.05 runs for 17 out of the 24 base states and ranged from 0.008 runs

to 0.102 runs overall. As expected, the rarer, less frequent base states (e.g. bases loaded and

no outs) resulted in the most variation in run expectancy from year to year.

From the run expectancy matrix we can calculate the average run expectancy of a given

event (a single, a walk, a home run, an out, etc.) in a season. For any event, there is a change

in run expectancy which is defined as the difference between the run expectancy immediately

before the event (the start state) and run expectancy when the event ends (the end state).7

7Technically, to define all possible run values we need to define the run value of end states where there are
three outs (since these end states occur). For each of the eight possible states (relating to the configuration
of the base runners) the run expectancy is zero, since the half inning is over.
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For example, for the 2011 season, for any given event, the change in run expectancy can be

derived simply by taking the difference in cell values, identifying the start state and the end

state in Table 2.2. The run value of an event can then be defined as the runs scored during

the event, plus the difference in run expectancy at the beginning of an event and at the end

of the event:

Run V alue = Runs Scored During Event +

Expectancy at the End of the Event −

Run Expectancy at the Beginning of the Event.

(2.4)

Using the empirical frequencies we can construct a table of run values for a given event,

depending on the starting states. This is illustrated for the home run event in the 2011

season in Table 2.3.

Table 2.3: Run Value of Home Runs in 2011

0 1 2
000 1.000 1.000 1.000
100 1.636 1.759 1.879
010 1.413 1.604 1.788
110 2.057 2.381 2.675
001 1.017 1.317 1.780
101 1.718 2.105 2.609
011 1.541 1.916 2.556
111 2.299 2.780 3.336

The run value of a home run, with no one on base at the beginning of the event, is always

1, which is just the run scored, given that there is no one on base at the end of the event

(i.e. the bases states are unchanged). At the other extreme, the run value of bases loaded

and two outs (111 2) is 3.336 runs, which is the value of the four runs scored plus the change
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in value of the base states.8

We can also calculate the average value of an event across all starting states. Thus, for

example, the run value of a home run in a given season is the weighted sum of the run values

of a home run across starting states, where the weights are based on the relative frequencies

of each starting state for that event. Based on run values in Table 2.3 and the relative

frequency of home runs from each starting state in 2011, the average run value of a home

run was 1.39 in that season.

Table 2.4 shows the weighted run values of our main batting outcomes for each of the

seasons in our data. These values are often referred to as “linear weights” in the literature.9

It is clear from Table 2.4 that these values are very stable over time. This is not the same

as saying that the game never changes. Over this period there have clearly been many

innovations in baseball, not least those associated with Moneyball and the increasing use

of data analytics. The first half of the data also roughly coincides with the “steroid era”,

which increased batting power and thus the production of home runs. While the aggregate

production of particular events may have changed over time, Table 2.4 indicates that the

frequency with which particular events are converted into runs has remained very stable over

this period.

8At first glance, this might seem counterintuitive- four runs were scored, but the run value is less than
four. The intuitive explanation is that while four runs were scored, the event itself should not be given the
full credit for these runs, since hitting the home run was not responsible for getting the three runners on
base at the beginning of the event – that achievement should be credited to earlier events. Note that at the
beginning of the event, when bases were loaded, the run expectancy was very high, but at the end of the
event there are no runners on base, so that run expectancy has fallen considerably.

9Albert and Bennett (2001) attribute this coinage to Peter Palmer (see p. 200).
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Table 2.4: Run Value Weights by Season for Batting Events

Season Walk Single Double Triple Home Run Out
1996 0.331 0.485 0.784 1.105 1.403 -0.302
1997 0.307 0.465 0.761 1.083 1.393 -0.284
1998 0.312 0.469 0.780 1.014 1.400 -0.285
1999 0.311 0.477 0.789 1.059 1.408 -0.302
2000 0.332 0.482 0.765 1.085 1.406 -0.307
2001 0.298 0.460 0.778 1.084 1.380 -0.283
2002 0.303 0.466 0.755 1.052 1.398 -0.279
2003 0.307 0.466 0.775 1.080 1.391 -0.284
2004 0.307 0.462 0.786 1.041 1.396 -0.287
2005 0.295 0.458 0.768 1.056 1.412 -0.277
2006 0.317 0.467 0.766 1.070 1.389 -0.290
2007 0.310 0.468 0.798 1.044 1.406 -0.289
2008 0.312 0.460 0.772 1.081 1.405 -0.281
2009 0.304 0.459 0.762 1.004 1.392 -0.278
2010 0.299 0.451 0.763 1.076 1.404 -0.266
2011 0.289 0.442 0.736 1.064 1.392 -0.255
2012 0.284 0.441 0.747 1.039 1.396 -0.257
2013 0.285 0.439 0.740 1.035 1.371 -0.250
2014 0.283 0.437 0.739 1.054 1.400 -0.245
2015 0.303 0.442 0.743 1.031 1.386 -0.257
mean 0.304 0.459 0.764 1.056 1.396 -0.277
standard deviation 0.014 0.014 0.018 0.027 0.010 0.018

To confirm that our calculated run value weights accurately represent the contribution

of each outcome to runs scored, we run an OLS regression of team runs scored on the team

totals for each outcome weighted by the appropriate run value for the season from Table

2.4 for the seasons 1996-2015. For example, if a team had a total of 500 walks in 1996, the

team’s run value contribution of walks for the season is estimated by multiplying the run

value weight for walks in 1996 (0.331) by 500. We calculate the run values for each outcome

that contributes to the run scoring process (walks, singles, doubles, triples and home runs)

at the team level for every season for 1996-2015. We also run a similar OLS regression model

replacing runs scored and our aggregate run values with runs scored against and aggregate

run values against respectively. Finally, we run both versions of this OLS model for all

seasons and for the post-Moneyball era (post-2003) as well. In all regressions, team and
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season fixed effects are included to account for potential ballpark effects and changes to the

game over our timeframe. The results are shown in Table 2.5.

Table 2.5: Regressions of Runs on Run Values

Dependent Variable Runs Scored Runs Scored Runs Scored Against Runs Scored Against
Seasons All Post-2003 All Post-2003
RV Walk 1.127∗∗∗ 1.015∗∗∗

(0.0630) (0.0877)
RV Single 1.086∗∗∗ 1.008∗∗∗

(0.0425) (0.0532)
RV Double 0.950∗∗∗ 0.979∗∗∗

(0.0601) (0.0802)
RV Triple 1.319∗∗∗ 1.567∗∗∗

(0.129) (0.162)
RV HR 1.001∗∗∗ 0.995∗∗∗

(0.0290) (0.0384)
RV Against Walk 1.223∗∗∗ 1.328∗∗∗

(0.0699) (0.0963)
RV Against Single 1.155∗∗∗ 1.200∗∗∗

(0.0500) (0.0694)
RV Against Double 0.975∗∗∗ 0.908∗∗∗

(0.0596) (0.0763)
RV Against Triple 1.205∗∗∗ 1.516∗∗∗

(0.163) (0.204)
RV Against HR 1.059∗∗∗ 1.090∗∗∗

(0.0433) (0.0615)
Constant −428.802∗∗∗ −325.303∗∗∗ −524.341∗∗∗ −523.412∗∗∗

(27.520) (40.536) (28.270) (41.402)
R2 0.939 0.937 0.934 0.926
Num. obs. 596 360 596 360
F test 2.492 (p 0.0837) 0.0389 (p 0.962) 1.946 (p 0.144) 2.030 (p 0.133)
Standard Errors in Parentheses
∗∗∗p < 0.001; ∗∗p < 0.01; ∗p < 0.05

F test for equality of coefficients on walks, singles, and home runs

Team and season level fixed effects included

From the results, we observe an R-squared of approximately 0.93-0.94 in all regressions,

indicating a very strong relationship between runs scored and our weighted run value out-

comes. We also observe that the coefficient sizes for several outcomes tend to be similar

as well. In particular, the coefficients for walks, singles, and home runs look to be com-

parable in each regression. The coefficients for doubles appears to be consistently smaller
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than all other coefficients while the coefficients for triples tend to be larger. Doubles and

triples also tend to have lower levels of significance than walks, singles and home runs in

these regressions. This is likely related to the fact that doubles and triples tend to be more

random (and rare in the case of triples) compared to walks, singles, and home runs. For

this reason, doubles and triples are generally not thought of as outcomes representing a set

of skills entirely distinguishable from those captured by either singles or home runs. Given

the similar coefficients for walks, singles, and home runs, we conduct an F-test for coefficient

equality for these three outcomes and find that we cannot reject coefficient equality at the

.05 level in any of our regressions. This result tells us that the run values for each of these

three outcomes contribute similarly to team runs. In other words, the run values generated

via walks and singles are similar in value to the run values generated via home runs from

strictly a run scoring perspective, even though, as we see in Table 2.4, more walks and singles

are required to achieve an equivalent run value to home runs.

Table 2.6 compares the average values in Table 2.4 to the estimates of our regressions

in Table 2.1. Not surprisingly, most regression estimates are similar in magnitude to the

values derived from the run expectancy matrix, with triples being an exception due to the

limited number of triples that occur in a season (the average player in our data hit only two

triples per season and only 0.5% of all plate appearances resulted in a triple). One might

also note that the regression coefficients do tend to be slightly inflated compared to their

corresponding run value weights. This is likely due to potential omitted variable bias present

in the regression estimates, but not the structural run value estimates as explained in Turocy

(2005) and Berri and Bradbury (2010). However, as Albert and Bennett (2001) point out,

the two types of approaches tend to ultimately produce similar results.
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Table 2.6: Run Weights from Regressions (Table 2.1) and from Run Values (Table 2.4)

Team Runs (Table 2.1) Team Runs Against (Table 2.1) Run Value (Table 2.4)
Walk 0.347 0.378 0.304
Single 0.498 0.534 0.459
Double 0.730 0.739 0.764
Triple 1.402 1.276 1.056
Home Run 1.398 1.488 1.396

Given that we have a stable estimator of the run value contribution of events, we can

extend this to estimate the run value contribution of each batter in each season. The run

value of a batter is defined as the runs contributed by that batter in a season based on the

events he produced (i.e. singles, walks, home runs, outs, etc). Following Equation (2.4), the

run value of each batter event consists of the runs scored during the event plus the change

in run expectancy (based on the run expectancy matrix). There are two ways to calculate

the run values over a season for a given batter. We can (a) calculate the average value of an

event (a walk, a single, etc) across all events and then multiply the batter’s season totals in

each category by the average event value, or (b) we can simply calculate sum of the values

of the batter’s events in each category across the season. As a result, the weights applied

to each respective event type will be identical for all players in a season (as given in Table

2.4) under approach (a). On the other hand, approach (b) is equivalent to calculating the

average run value of each event type separately for every player during the season, and then

applying these player-specific weights to the player’s event totals for the season.

The first method, which we will refer to as the “season” weights approach, tends to

smooth out the player’s contributions, and thus removes some of the random factors that

influence an individual event which are not under the control of the batter (e.g. good/bad

fielding or base running). It also allows us to normalize for any differences that may arise

between players due to their batting position in the lineup. As a check, we calculated the
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average run value for each batting event type included in Equation (2.2) by batting lineup

position and conducted an ANOVA test and subsequent Tukey HSD tests to determine if

significant differences exist between average run values by batting lineup position. We only

find modest differences in average run value by batting event type across all batting lineup

positions. Out of the 36 pairwise combinations, the average run values for home runs had the

highest number of significant differences with seven, as the leadoff position had a significantly

lower average run value than all other lineup positions. Equivalent tests for walks, singles

and doubles produced six, five, and five pairwise significant differences respectively, while

these tests did not produce any significant differences for triples. We conclude that run value

differences between batting lineup position are not expected to impact on our results, but

that approach (a) will nevertheless allow us to normalize for some of these differences.

Additionally, while it is a maintained assumption that batters are not able to produce

events tailored to the context of the game, one could think of the difference between the two

as a measure of clutch performance for the player during the season. If the player’s run value

calculated using approach (b), which we refer to as the “player” weights approach, is higher

than his run value calculated using approach (a), this means that the player accrued his

batting outcomes in more valuable run-scoring situations than the average player. However,

given that the best batters will have over 100 events in a season, these alternatives are likely

to generate very similar rankings.

We can use the run value of batter contributions to estimate a salary regression, analogous

to the salary regressions in Table 3 of Hakes and Sauer (2006). We hypothesize that in an

efficient market, player run value contributions should be valued equally, regardless of the

type of event. Thus, for example, a run contributed by a batter as a result of walks should

be valued equally with a run contributed by means of a home run. If we take the batter

event statistics for a season, and then weight them using the run value estimates for the

season described above, we have an appropriately weighted estimate of the run contribution
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for each batter from each event type. For example, from Table 2.4 we observe that three

doubles have an approximately equal run value (1.377) compared to a home run (1.396).

Thus two batters who differ only because (a) one produced three more doubles and (b) the

other produced one more home run, should be valued equally.

To conduct our test of market efficiency, we begin by proposing the following basic pooled

OLS regression model:

(2.5) RelSal = β0 + β1RVWalk + β2RVSingle + β3RVXBH + β4RVHR + ε,

where our dependent is the natural log of player salary indexed to the average by season,

and our independent variables are each run values for the season aggregated by outcome.

We use a panel dataset for our salary regressions where our salary data is obtained at the

player and season level from the Lahman Database, and our run value outcome variables

are aggregated at the player and season level as well and derived using the event level data

from Retrosheet. We index salaries to the average by season to account for any changes to

the salary distribution that occurred over our timeframe.10 Additionally, we regress current

season salary on the previous season’s batting statistics, given that the most reliable guide

to future performance is likely to be past performance. We combine a player’s run values

accumulated via doubles and triples together in one variable (RVXBH), since triples are

very rare and both outcomes tend to be more random in nature compared to walks, singles

and home runs (the year-to-year correlation for extra-base hits for all players in our data

is approximately 0.48 compared to 0.70, 0.57, and 0.70 for walks, singles, and home runs

respectively). This regression is run on several subsets of our data to determine how the

10In particular, indexing player salaries to the average by season will help to normalize salaries under
different collective bargaining agreements (CBAs) that were reached over our timeframe. The seasons in
which new CBAs went into effect include 1997, 2003, 2007, and 2012.
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labor market valued these outcomes in the years surrounding the publication of Moneyball.

First, we run the regression for all players over the timeframe 1997-2016, excluding salaries

in the season 2004. Given that we regress salary on the previous season’s batting statistics,

we omit the observation for 2004, since this confounds salary paid after the publication of

Moneyball with statistics produced before the publication of Moneyball.

Next, we subset the data and rerun the regression for free agent players only over this

timeframe to avoid any potential inefficiencies that may exist in the “all players” regression

due to the limited bargaining power of reserve clause and arbitration eligible players. We

define a free agent to be a player that meets at least one of the following two conditions:

(i) The player has at least seven years of experience, or (ii) the player has been signed

as a free agent in the offseason at some point prior to the player’s “salary season”. In this

classification, we are using years of experience in the league as a proxy for MLB service time,

based on the year in which they made their MLB debut. Under the current rules, players

are typically eligible for free agency the season after which they reach their sixth year of

MLB service time. We decide to use seven years of experience (rather than six) as our free

agent classification, to avoid including players with six years of experience but less than six

years of service time. This scenario could happen if the player made his debut in middle or

end of a season, or if the player gets sent down to the minor leagues for an extended period

after making his MLB debut. To make sure we capture players who truly were eligible for

free agency after their sixth year of experience, we include all players who meet condition

(ii) in our free agent classification as well. Player debut data was obtained from the Lahman

Database while offseason signing data was obtained from Retrosheet’s transaction data.11

All regressions will be run using the two approaches to calculate run values for players:

(a) the “season weights” approach and (b) the “player weights” approach. We follow Hakes

and Sauer (2006, 2007) in restricting our analysis to batters with at least 130 at bats in

11https://retrosheet.org/transactions/index.html
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a season. We also follow the approach of Holmes et al (2018) and cluster standard errors

by player when running this regression. This is done since our data includes repeat player

observations for the seasons over our timeframe. To test our hypothesis of equal returns to

the weighted contribution of batting events, we use an F-test for the equality of coefficients

for walks, singles, and home runs. In an efficient market, we would not expect to reject the

equality of these coefficients in our salary regression, given that we did not reject our F-test

for these coefficients in our regressions on Table 2.5.

The first two columns of Table 2.7 refer to all players in our sample, while the final two

columns focus on free agents.

Table 2.7: Salary Regressions for the Entire Sample Period: 1997-2016 (excluding 2004)

Dependent Variable RelSal RelSal RelSal RelSal
Season or Player Weights Season Player Season Player
Player Type All All Free Agent Free Agent

Run Value Walk 0.00239∗∗∗ 0.00220∗∗∗ 0.00125∗∗∗ 0.00122∗∗∗

(0.000213) (0.000205) (0.000219) (0.000214)
Run Value Single 0.00174∗∗∗ 0.00161∗∗∗ 0.00141∗∗∗ 0.00135∗∗∗

(0.000113) (0.000107) (0.000120) (0.000112)
Run Value XBH −0.000575∗∗∗ −0.000145 0.000945∗∗∗ 0.00102∗∗∗

(0.000181) (0.000163) (0.000186) (0.000166)
Run Value HR 0.00177∗∗∗ 0.00167∗∗∗ 0.00162∗∗∗ 0.00152∗∗∗

(0.000100) (0.0000921) (0.000101) (0.0000909)
Constant 0.892∗∗∗ 0.892∗∗∗ 0.931∗∗∗ 0.933∗∗∗

(0.00240) (0.00239) (0.00346) (0.00343)

Observations 6488 6488 2921 2921
R-squared 0.370 0.366 0.498 0.492
F test 2.94 (p 0.055) 2.70 (p 0.069) 1.30 (p 0.275) 0.86 (p 0.425)
Standard Errors Clustered by Player in Parentheses
∗∗∗p < 0.001; ∗∗p < 0.01; ∗p < 0.05

F test for equality of coefficients on walks, singles, and home runs

From Table 2.7, when we include all players (with more than 130 at bats) we find that

the hypothesis of coefficient equality can only be rejected at the .10 significance level, and

when we restrict the data to free agents, the hypothesis cannot be rejected. This is a striking
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result given the conclusions drawn from previous research. For free agents, it suggests that

earnings accurately reflected their runs contribution to the team throughout period 1997-

2016 (excluding 2004), including the period before the publication of Moneyball. The weaker

efficiency we observe for all players is not so surprising. Previous research has suggested that

reserve clause players (less than three years of service time) and arbitration eligible players

(between three to six years of service time) earn lower salaries than free agent players (at

least six years of service time), allegedly enabling teams to recoup development costs (e.g.

Miller (2000)). Hakes and Sauer (2006) identified significant dummy variables related to

contract status, while Brown et al (2017) found very different returns to batting performance

contingent on contract status. Free agent salaries are more likely to reflect the market returns

to specific skills.

We now consider whether there were any changes to these relationships before and after

the publication of Moneyball in 2003. We estimate the same regressions using the data for

1997-2003 and then for 2005-2016.12 The results are reported in Table 2.8. For this analysis

we focus only on free agents with more than 130 at bats in a season.

12Given that we regress salary on the previous season’s batting statistics, we omit the observation for
2004, since this confounds salary paid after the publication of Moneyball with statistics produced before the
publication of Moneyball.
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Table 2.8: Salary Regressions Dividing the Free Agent Sample into Pre-Moneyball
(1997-2003) and Post-Moneyball Periods (2005-2016)

Dependent Variable RelSal RelSal RelSal RelSal
Pre or Post Moneyball Pre Pre Post Post
Season or Player Weights Season Player Season Player
Player Type Free Agent Free Agent Free Agent Free Agent

Run Value Walk 0.00113∗∗∗ 0.00114∗∗∗ 0.00179∗∗∗ 0.00172∗∗∗

(0.000292) (0.000282) (0.000283) (0.000278)
Run Value Single 0.00154∗∗∗ 0.00145∗∗∗ 0.00142∗∗∗ 0.00138∗∗∗

(0.000170) (0.000153) (0.000146) (0.000139)
Run Value XBH 0.000718∗ 0.000785∗∗ 0.000785∗∗ 0.000892∗∗∗

(0.000272) (0.000243) (0.000238) (0.000213)
Run Value Home Run 0.00168∗∗∗ 0.00158∗∗∗ 0.00156∗∗∗ 0.00148∗∗∗

(0.000126) (0.000113) (0.000143) (0.000132)
Constant 0.920∗∗∗ 0.923∗∗∗ 0.935∗∗∗ 0.936∗∗∗

(0.00518) (0.00513) (0.00433) (0.00432)

Observations 1150 1150 1771 1771
R-squared 0.553 0.546 0.482 0.477
F test 0.975 (p 0.381) 0.749 (p 0.476) 0.885 (p 0.415) 0.683 (p 0.507)
Standard Errors Clustered by Player in Parentheses
∗∗∗p < 0.001; ∗∗p < 0.01; ∗p < 0.05

F test for equality of coefficients on walks, singles, and home runs

Not surprisingly, these results are closely comparable to the free agent results in Table

2.7. The returns to the run value for each type of event are relatively stable, although some

variations are apparent. The hypothesis of coefficient equality for walks, singles, and home

runs cannot be rejected in any regression when looking at the pre and post-Moneyball periods

separately. It is also notable from the first two rows of Table 2.8 that the returns to the run

value of a walk was lower than the returns to the run value of a single and the run value of a

home run in the pre-Moneyball era, but was higher in the post-Moneyball era. While these

results are consistent with the Moneyball narrative, they do not yield statistically significant

differences in our test for market efficiency.

One key difference between the regressions reported so far and previous studies is that,

in our formulation, we have not included any variables other than those directly related
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to batting performance. Hakes and Sauer (2006, 2007) control for the number of plate

appearances and include dummies for player fielding positions and contract status. Brown

et al (2017) include an experience variable, Holmes et al (2018) include plate appearances

and age, and Duquette et al (2019) include measures of fielding, pitching and base running

performance. Omission of confounding variables leads to omitted variable bias, so that the

estimated coefficients are biased. However, adding confounders which are correlated with

the existing regressors could lead to overfitting.

Table 2.9: Correlation Coefficients for Run Value Events, Plate Appearances and Age

Salary Run
value
walk

Run
value
single

Run
value
xbh

Run
value
home
run

Plate ap-
pearances

Age

Salary 1
Run value walk 0.404 1
Run value single 0.379 0.504 1
Run value xbh 0.414 0.559 0.717 1
Run value home run 0.486 0.633 0.383 0.533 1
Plate appearances 0.498 0.707 0.875 0.821 0.625 1
Age -0.055 0.021 -0.050 -0.098 -0.080 -0.089 1

Table 2.9 shows the correlation coefficients for the regressors in Equation (2.5) (free

agents, all seasons 1996-2015) with plate appearances and age added. Both age and plate

appearance data are also obtained from the Lahman Database. It is clear that plate ap-

pearances are very highly correlated with our run value variables, where the correlations are

higher than the correlation with salary, the dependent variable. Age, on the other hand,

does not appear to be correlated with any of the explanatory variables. We therefore add

age to our regression model but omit plate appearances due to its high correlation with run

values.

The high correlations observed between player plate appearances and run values across

batting event variables are expected, since players that are given the most playing time are

the ones that will tend to accumulate higher run values. Therefore, despite the exclusion
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of total plate appearances as a variable in our regression model, plate appearances can be

thought of as “embedded” in our run value variables due to the strong link between plate

appearances and run values. Logically, the value of a player to his team is his run value

contribution, rather than his rate of run value contributions. Each plate appearance has an

opportunity cost, and the standard run value contribution of a replacement player, a player

who is outside of the 750 active major league players since each the 30 teams are allowed

25 player active on their roster (Baumer et al, 2015), is negligible. Woolner (2007) provides

an example, comparing an average player who appears in every game to a star player who

appears in only one sixth of all games and whose place has to be taken by a replacement for

the rest of season, showing that the average player is actually worth more to the team, in

terms of runs, than the star + replacement.

Hence, rather than include total plate appearances in our model, we include a measure

of the season to season variation in a player’s past plate appearances to account for the risk

that a team incurs by signing a player with recent playing time volatility (this could be due

to injury, suspensions, etc.). For this variable we calculate the coefficient of variation for a

player’s plate appearances measured over the previous three seasons. Therefore, we run the

following OLS regression model for all seasons and for the pre-Moneyball and post-Moneyball

eras separately in a more robust version of our original model:

RelSal = β0 + β1RVWalk + β2RVSingle + β3RVXBH + β4RVHR + β5CVPA +

β6Age + β7Age
2 +

∑
i

αiPOSi +
∑
i

γjTeamj + ε,
(2.6)

where our coefficient of variation measure for plate appearances, age, age-squared, player

position fixed effects (to capture the different levels defensive ability required for different

positions), and team fixed effects (to capture the impact of factors such as market size and
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location on salary) are added. Additionally, we follow the approach of Holmes et al (2018)

again and cluster standard errors by player when running this regression. Ultimately this

regression model is similar in structure to the models from previous research pertaining to

Moneyball with several elements of previous research integrated into this model. Of course,

the main difference with our approach is the usage of our run value variables as player

performance indicators as opposed to OBP and SLG or metrics that serve as proxy variables

for OBP and SLG. Table 2.10 reports the OLS regression results for Equation (2.6) for all

seasons (1997-2016, excluding 2004), the pre-Moneyball period (1997-2003), and the post-

Moneyball period (2005-2016) separately.
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Table 2.10: Selected Coefficients - Adding Variables Other than Run Values

Dependent Variable RelSal RelSal RelSal RelSal RelSal RelSal
Seasons All All pre-MB pre-MB post-MB post-MB
Season or Player Weights Season Player Season Player Season Player
Player Type Free

Agent
Free

Agent
Free

Agent
Free

Agent
Free

Agent
Free

Agent

Run Value Walk 0.00121∗∗∗ 0.00121∗∗∗ 0.00115∗∗∗ 0.00121∗∗∗ 0.00177∗∗∗ 0.00171∗∗∗

(0.000209) (0.000210) (0.000255) (0.000250) (0.000282) (0.000286)
Run Value Single 0.00124∗∗∗ 0.00115∗∗∗ 0.00140∗∗∗ 0.00127∗∗∗ 0.00119∗∗∗ 0.00112∗∗∗

(0.000117) (0.000110) (0.000182) (0.000168) (0.000148) (0.000141)
Run Value XBH 0.000936∗∗∗ 0.000998∗∗∗ 0.000775∗∗ 0.000830∗∗∗ 0.000743∗∗ 0.000832∗∗∗

(0.000178) (0.000159) (0.000270) (0.000244) (0.000232) (0.000211)
Run Value Home Run 0.00152∗∗∗ 0.00144∗∗∗ 0.00157∗∗∗ 0.00149∗∗∗ 0.00140∗∗∗ 0.00133∗∗∗

(0.0000989) (0.0000897) (0.000118) (0.000108) (0.000144) (0.000135)
PA CV −0.0271∗∗∗ −0.0292∗∗∗ −0.0208∗∗∗ −0.0230∗∗∗ −0.0274∗∗∗ −0.0294∗∗∗

(0.00454) (0.00453) (0.00573) (0.00563) (0.00654) (0.00658)
Age 0.0354∗∗∗ 0.0338∗∗∗ 0.0435∗∗∗ 0.0419∗∗∗ 0.0271∗∗∗ 0.0253∗∗∗

(0.00657) (0.00631) (0.0105) (0.0105) (0.00662) (0.00622)
Age2 −0.000542∗∗∗−0.000520∗∗∗−0.000668∗∗∗−0.000644∗∗∗−0.000421∗∗∗−0.000395∗∗∗

(0.000101) (0.0000968) (0.000164) (0.000164) (0.0000994) (0.0000929)
Fielding: Second Base −0.00941 −0.00567 −0.0140 −0.00809 −0.00398 −0.00183

(0.00559) (0.00566) (0.00725) (0.00753) (0.00739) (0.00741)
Fielding: Third Base 0.00389 0.00467 −0.00141 −0.0000720 0.00854 0.00876

(0.00566) (0.00567) (0.00775) (0.00768) (0.00716) (0.00708)
Fielding: Catcher 0.00224 0.00293 0.00607 0.00763 0.000989 0.000958

(0.00519) (0.00521) (0.00768) (0.00777) (0.00653) (0.00646)
Fielding: Designated Hitter −0.00413 −0.00454 −0.00586 −0.00523 −0.00223 −0.00330

(0.00608) (0.00611) (0.00841) (0.00853) (0.00824) (0.00819)
Fielding: Outfield 0.00310 0.00514 −0.00132 0.00111 0.00676 0.00806

(0.00418) (0.00422) (0.00541) (0.00542) (0.00561) (0.00561)
Fielding: Shortstop 0.00608 0.00983 0.00484 0.00919 0.00703 0.00995

(0.00579) (0.00597) (0.00897) (0.00929) (0.00732) (0.00744)
Constant 0.367∗∗∗ 0.396∗∗∗ 0.244 0.272 0.500∗∗∗ 0.534∗∗∗

(0.106) (0.102) (0.167) (0.167) (0.110) (0.104)

Observations 2921 2921 1150 1150 1771 1771
R-squared 0.536 0.529 0.598 0.592 0.533 0.526
F test 1.94 2.05 0.988 0.903 1.87 2.00
F test p-value 0.147 0.132 0.376 0.408 0.158 0.139
Standard Errors Clustered by Player in Parentheses
∗∗∗p < 0.001; ∗∗p < 0.01; ∗p < 0.05
F test for equality of coefficients on walks, singles, and home runs
Team level fixed effects included

The results in Table 2.10 are entirely consistent with Tables 2.7 and 2.8. The estimates

for the run value coefficients are similar in magnitude, and we fail to reject our F-test for

coefficient equality in every regression once again. We observe that our measure of plate

appearance variation is negative and significant across all models. This intuitively makes

sense as higher levels of plate appearance variation reflect higher levels of risk and uncertainty
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associated with the signed player. Thus, teams are more likely to apply a discount to such a

player. Age and age squared have the right signs, and we do not find significant fixed effects

for any player position. Overall, we take these results as confirmation that our main results

are robust to the inclusion of additional covariates that are not highly correlated with the

run value variables.

Thus far we have excluded extra-base hits from our test for coefficient equality due to

the year-to-year randomness of extra-base hits and the difficulty in separating the skills

associated with extra-base hits from the skills associated with our other batting outcomes.

One potential concern in comparing our results to the results of previous research using

OBP and SLG is that both OBP and SLG include extra-base hits in their formulation.

To address this concern, we run an alternative specification of Equation (2.6) where we

aggregate a player’s run values for walks and singles into a metric we call “RV On-Base”,

and we aggregate a player’s run values for doubles and home runs into a metric we call

“RV Power”. These two metrics will replace the four disaggregated run value independent

variables from our original specification in Equation (2.6).

Recall that the formula for OBP weights all batting outcomes the same in its formulation.

Based on the run value weights for batting outcomes that we calculated in Table 2.4, this

means that walks and singles are weighted the most relative to their actual run values in

OBP. Thus, we combine the run values of walks and singles into our “RV On-Base” metric to

serve as a run value version of OBP. Likewise, recall that SLG places more value on doubles,

triples, and home runs in its formulation. Therefore, we combine the run values of doubles

and home runs into our “RV Power” metric to serve as a run value version of SLG. Note that

we continue to exclude triples from this metric since triples are rare and are not thought of

as being highly correlated with a specific set of skills. In this alternative specification we

then complete our F-test for coefficient equality on the coefficients of RV On-Base and RV

Power to determine whether equal returns to run values continue to be observed for these
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“run value versions” of OBP and SLG. The results are included in Table 2.11.

Table 2.11: Selected Coefficients - Power and On-Base Run Values

Dependent Variable RelSal RelSal RelSal RelSal RelSal RelSal
Seasons All All pre-MB pre-MB post-MB post-MB
Season or Player Weights Season Player Season Player Season Player
Player Type Free

Agent
Free

Agent
Free

Agent
Free

Agent
Free

Agent
Free

Agent

Run Value On-Base 0.00118∗∗∗ 0.00109∗∗∗ 0.00124∗∗∗ 0.00114∗∗∗ 0.00123∗∗∗ 0.00115∗∗∗

(0.0000836) (0.0000844) (0.000111) (0.000113) (0.000109) (0.000112)
Run Value Power 0.00140∗∗∗ 0.00134∗∗∗ 0.00141∗∗∗ 0.00136∗∗∗ 0.00131∗∗∗ 0.00126∗∗∗

(0.0000720) (0.0000714) (0.0000905) (0.0000900) (0.0000990) (0.0000972)
PA CV −0.0261∗∗∗ −0.0291∗∗∗ −0.0201∗∗∗ −0.0230∗∗∗ −0.0259∗∗∗ −0.0287∗∗∗

(0.00456) (0.00456) (0.00572) (0.00563) (0.00663) (0.00668)
Age 0.0346∗∗∗ 0.0339∗∗∗ 0.0428∗∗∗ 0.0413∗∗∗ 0.0264∗∗∗ 0.0259∗∗∗

(0.00649) (0.00624) (0.0106) (0.0104) (0.00646) (0.00621)
Age2 −0.000530∗∗∗−0.000520∗∗∗−0.000658∗∗∗−0.000635∗∗∗−0.000409∗∗∗−0.000402∗∗∗

(0.0000998) (0.0000957) (0.000165) (0.000162) (0.0000967) (0.0000925)
Fielding: Second Base −0.00896 −0.00714 −0.0135 −0.0100 −0.00571 −0.00458

(0.00553) (0.00564) (0.00712) (0.00742) (0.00744) (0.00746)
Fielding: Third Base 0.00398 0.00405 −0.000411 0.0000234 0.00674 0.00674

(0.00561) (0.00566) (0.00781) (0.00775) (0.00715) (0.00711)
Fielding: Catcher 0.00235 0.00246 0.00715 0.00785 −0.000965 −0.00108

(0.00513) (0.00519) (0.00765) (0.00776) (0.00653) (0.00650)
Fielding: Designated Hitter −0.00384 −0.00430 −0.00592 −0.00529 −0.00182 −0.00298

(0.00608) (0.00613) (0.00844) (0.00852) (0.00822) (0.00820)
Fielding: Outfield 0.00435 0.00457 0.000257 0.00104 0.00639 0.00637

(0.00415) (0.00424) (0.00542) (0.00548) (0.00567) (0.00569)
Fielding: Shortstop 0.00674 0.00830 0.00655 0.00802 0.00426 0.00610

(0.00577) (0.00595) (0.00885) (0.00922) (0.00740) (0.00746)
Constant 0.379∗∗∗ 0.394∗∗∗ 0.253 0.279 0.511∗∗∗ 0.524∗∗∗

(0.105) (0.101) (0.167) (0.166) (0.108) (0.104)

Observations 2921 2921 1150 1150 1771 1771
R-squared 0.537 0.528 0.599 0.590 0.530 0.523
F test 2.55 3.19 0.952 1.39 0.214 0.346
F test p-value 0.112 0.076 0.321 0.242 0.644 0.558
Standard Errors Clustered by Player in Parentheses
∗∗∗p < 0.001; ∗∗p < 0.01; ∗p < 0.05
F test for equality of coefficients on on-base and power
Team level fixed effects included

Once again, the findings from our previous model are confirmed when we replace our

disaggregated run value metrics with our RV On-Base and RV Power metrics. Our F-test

remains insignificant at the .05 level for all of our regressions and only one regression is

significant at the .10 level (player weights, all seasons). Therefore, our previous conclusion

of teams paying players according to their run value contributions holds when using this

broader categorization of outcomes more compatible with OBP and SLG.
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To further check the robustness of our model, we ran several alternate specifications of

Equation (2.6). We find that all F-test results for coefficient equality are robust to defining

free agents using six years of experience rather than seven, replacing age and age-squared

with experience and experience-squared in Equation (2.6), including the salary season 2004

in our data, and using z-score of the natural log of salary (standardized by season) as our

dependent variable. Additionally, we also ran an alternative specification including player

fixed effects as well in Equation (2.6) to account for additional factors such as star quality,

fielding ability and multi-year contract signings. We continue to find that all F-test results

for coefficient equality are insignificant for the models analogous to those run in Table 2.10.

Overall, the results for these alternative specifications support our finding of equal returns

to event types in the labor market over our entire timeframe and confirm the robustness of

these results.

2.4 Conclusions

The publication of Moneyball in 2003 and subsequent research has questioned the effi-

ciency of the baseball labor market, suggesting that prior to 2003 the market undervalued

certain characteristics such as the capacity of batters to draw walks. In this paper we have

advanced a test of the efficiency hypothesis using the concept of the run expectancy matrix

and the run value, a measure of the contribution of different batting events (walks, singles,

home runs, etc) to generating runs and therefore wins. While much of the focus on testing

for market efficiency in the baseball labor market has focused on OBP and SLG, we argue

that run values provide us with a more rigorous approach to measuring player productivity

and allow us to determine a player’s contributions to team output more explicitly. This is

one of the primary reasons why the sabermetrics community has shifted towards a run value

based approach in many advanced performance metrics, including the popular wins above
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replacement (WAR) metric (Baumer et al, 2015). While OBP and SLG are useful as quick

and easy calculations that are correlated with player ability, the run value approach takes the

measurement of player productivity one step further and measures a player’s contributions to

runs based on a more granular level of a player’s performance outcomes. This paper bridges

the gap that exists between the sabermetrics community and the current sport economics

literature by utilizing this run value approach to test for labor market efficiency in Major

League Baseball.

Our results are striking. Omitting the category of extra-base hits, which are more random

events in nature, we find that we cannot reject the hypothesis of equal returns to event types

in a salary regression for free agents over the entire period 1997-2016 (excluding 2004). When

we divide the data into pre- and post-Moneyball (publication) eras, we find some evidence of

an increase in the coefficient for walks in the post-Moneyball era, but this increase does not

yield statistically significant differences in the returns to the run values of walks, singles, and

home runs. To the extent that we observe increased efficiency post-Moneyball, the difference

seems marginal. These results are also robust to the inclusion of covariates relating to age,

variation in plate appearances and fielding position. The result of equal returns to run values

also holds when replacing our disaggregated run value independent variables with “run value

versions” of OBP and SLG, where we aggregate the run values of player walks and singles

in the metric RV On-Base and the run values of player doubles and home runs in the metric

RV Power.

There are a number of interesting avenues for future research. We have not here analyzed

the contribution of pitchers, but this is clearly feasible since each event is associated with a

pitcher, just as it is with a batter. The data sources would also enable us to attribute run

values to fielding and base running. Another potentially interesting application of the data

could be in measuring the efficiency of player trades.
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Chapter III

On the Efficiency of Trading Intangible Fixed Assets in

Major League Baseball

3.1 Introduction

Market efficiency is usually framed in terms of exploitation of gains from trade in economic

analysis. Testing the efficiency of labor markets is beset by two problems. First, whilst labor

is the most important input in the production process, it is typically not a marketable asset

that can be bought and sold, since our laws prohibit indenture and slavery. Second, to

the extent that we can study the efficiency of labor market contracts between employers and

workers, most labor activity takes place behind a veil of incomplete information, which makes

labor productivity itself hard to assess, either by the employer or by economic researchers.

Moreover, incomplete information rationalizes incentive contracts which do not guarantee

ex-post efficiency, but which are ex-ante efficient on average.

Professional baseball in the US allows us in theory to overcome both of these obstacles.

First, since 1946 the IRS has permitted baseball teams to treat player contracts as intangible

fixed assets, and these assets are regularly traded among the teams. Second, worker produc-

tivity is observable at regular intervals and quantifiable with a high degree of precision. We
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focus on batters, and we develop a novel measure of player value which is based on the mean

and variance of game level production by batters, where production is measured using the

outcome of each player’s plate appearances during a game. Outcomes that advance players

around the bases (i.e. walks, singles, home runs, etc.) contribute to the team’s production

of runs (by which teams win games).

We test the efficiency of a set of player trades where information on productivity and the

circumstances surrounding the trade is well defined. Our data covers the period 1994-2016

and only includes players traded in mid-season. For this subset we find that 47% of trades

were efficient by our measure until 2010, while since then around 58% of trades have been

efficient. Moreover, since our measure of efficiency is subject to random shocks, we show in

a Monte-Carlo simulation that on average, a truly efficient trade is expected to be counted

as efficient by our measure approximately 64% of the time.

Thus it appears that player trading in baseball has become more efficient in recent years.

We attribute this to the dramatic expansion of statistical analysis in baseball, often referred

to as sabermetrics, and data analytics in sports in general. A key moment in the development

of baseball was the book Moneyball, published in 2003, which attributed the success of the

Oakland Athletics under Billy Beane to the use of statistical analysis in the process of player

evaluation. Prior to this, few teams had a data analytics department, while now all teams do.

While the application of advanced statistical analysis in baseball has been around since the

1960s, advances in data collection and computing power have enabled analysts to estimate

performance models that were not previously possible.

3.2 Literature Review

A great deal of research in finance has been devoted to financial portfolio performance and

efficiency. Much of this research builds upon the portfolio theory work of Markowitz (1952).
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In this seminal paper, a framework is developed for which an investor can maximize the mean

return of a portfolio while minimizing its variance through diversification. Tobin (1958)

builds upon this framework by showing that an optimal investment choice can be identified

for any level of risk preference by investing in a combination of the efficient portfolio and the

risk-free asset. Markowitz (1959) then goes on to extend his previous work by incorporating

an investor’s utility function with risk preferences into the original framework. Sharpe (1964)

showed that the results derived in previous research are consistent with what one would

expect under the market equilibrium of asset pricing. Sharpe (1966) then formalizes the

relationship between portfolio mean and variance by defining a portfolio by its ratio of

expected return to risk (variability), where an efficient portfolio is one where this ratio is

maximized.

The application of these seminal works in portfolio theory is extensive in the finance

literature. In particular, the mean-variance tradeoff has been a focus of several studies.

Best and Grauer (1991) investigate the sensitivity of efficient portfolios to changes in asset

means. Fletcher (2009) conducts an empirical analysis of portfolio risk reduction using the

mean-variance framework. Chiu and Wong (2011) apply the mean-variance framework to the

portfolio selection of cointegrated assets. Lai, Xing, and Chen (2011) develop an approach

for optimizing portfolios based on their mean-variance when the means and covariances are

not known. Yu and Yuan (2011) investigate how investor sentiment influences the mean

variance tradeoff while Palczewski and Palczewski (2014) develop an approach of estimating

the sensitivity of mean-variance portfolios.

A few studies have used the portfolio theory framework to investigate asset trading.

Anderson (2013) investigates the relationship between trading and diversification while

Gârleanu and Pedersen (2013) build upon Markowitz’s approach to develop an optimal

portfolio policy when trading is dynamic. Zhao and Palomar (2018) also extend Markowitz’s

approach to study the optimal portfolio investment with options trading.
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International portfolio investment is another area that has been greatly influenced by

modern portfolio theory. In particular, the process of diversification proposed by Markowitz

(1952) has been of interest. Levy and Sarnat (1970), Rugman (1976), Brewer (1981), Levy

and Lerman (1988), Campa and Fernandes (2006), Dreissen and Laeven (2007), and Coeur-

dacier and Guibaud (2011) all illustrate benefits and gains investors can earn by diversifying

in the international market. Similar studies have extended these applications to more specific

geographical markets as well. Lessard (1973) performs an analysis of international diversifi-

cation in Latin American countries while Eun and Resnick (1994) focus on the United States

and Japan. Gilmore and McManus (2002) and Syriopoulos (2004) conducts similar analyses

for the Central European markets.

The portfolio theory framework has been utilized in several other industry specific studies

within finance as well. Friedman (1971) applies the Markowitz approach to the process of

selecting real estate portfolios. Arouri and Nguyen (2010) study the relationship between oil

prices and the stock market and show that investors can benefit from including an oil asset

in an already well-diversified portfolio of stocks. Brauneis and Mestel (2019) use the mean-

variance framework to analyze the risk and returns of cryptocurrency portfolios. Platanakis

and Urquhart (2020) apply the framework to address whether investors will benefit from

including bitcoin in their portfolios.

The portfolio theory framework has clearly had a tremendous impact on a variety of

areas within the finance literature. However, more broadly, this framework has extended

far beyond the financial literature and into the research of several other disciplines. Firm

investment is one such area in which a wide variety of portfolio theory applications have been

used. Cardozo and Smith (1983) show how portfolio theory from finance can be applied to

a firm’s product portfolio decisions. Lubatkin and Chatterjee (1994) use portfolio theory to

investigate the relationship between corporate diversification and risk. Yorke and Droussi-

otis (1994) provide examples of how the framework can be useful in marketing by treating
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customers as assets that can be defined within a customer portfolio. Hickman, Teets, and

Kohls (1999) bring the dimension of a firm’s social responsibility into the portfolio theory

framework and find that socially responsible firms can help to reduce risk in a portfolio.

Choi, Li, and Han (2008) use a mean-variance approach to analyze the newsvendor problem

in operations and inventory management. The approach allows the authors to account for

risk preferences in the process in addition to the expected cost or profit. Wu et al. (2009) ex-

tend this mean-variance approach to the newsvendor problem to account for stockout costs

in the model. Teller and Kock (2013) apply the portfolio theory framework to a project

management setting by investigating the link between managing the risk of a portfolio of

projects and the success of the project portfolio.

Other areas in which the portfolio theory framework has been applied include imports,

energy, and biology. Wu et al. (2007) use portfolio theory to investigate the risk of crude oil

imports in China by quantifying the diversification index of these imports. Roques, Newbery

and Nuttall (2008) find value in portfolio theory by applying the mean variance framework

to the electricity market to find the optimal portfolio choice for electricity generation. Na-

gengast, Braun, and Wolpert (2011) use the mean-variance framework to analyze decision

making in the sensorimotor system. The movements observed in completing sensorimotor

system tasks are consistent with a risk-return trade-off. Zhang, Zhao, and Xie (2018) use

portfolio theory as an approach to developing the optimal mix of power generation in China.

As evidenced by the previous literature, the impact of portfolio theory has been far-

reaching both within its original discipline of finance and beyond into a wide range of other

disciplines. However, one potential application of portfolio theory that has yet to be demon-

strated in the academic literature pertains to the construction and performance of a team.

In recent years, the areas of sport economics and sport finance have grown considerably in

the academic literature as researchers have found value in using the sports industry to em-

pirically test a wide range of theory pertaining to economics and finance. One of the biggest
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benefits to using sports data in these disciplines is that employee (player) productivity can

be observed and objectively quantified, something that is rare and difficult to do in most

other industries.

A professional sports team is a setting for which the portfolio theory framework can be

extended quite naturally. A sports team consists of a collection of players, each of which

contribute to the success of the team through their productivity. This can be viewed as

analogous to a financial portfolio, which is defined by a collection of financial assets, each

of which contribute to the overall performance of the portfolio. Thus, we can think of a

sports team as a portfolio in which the players represent the assets. Furthermore, given the

rich data sources available on player productivity, we can define player productivity within

a mean-variance framework such that each player contributes to the mean, variance, and

ultimately performance of their respective teams.

This paper addresses two primary gaps in the current literature. The first is the extension

of the portfolio theory framework to a sports team such that teams can be defined as a

portfolio of assets characterized by its mean performance level and its performance variance.

Using this portfolio theory application, we then perform an analysis of efficiency in the player

trade market in Major League Baseball. This is the second major gap in the research this

paper seeks to address, as there has yet to be a great deal of research on the trade market in

the MLB. Ultimately, the applications of portfolio theory used in this paper can be extended

to any team setting in which member productivity can be reliably measured.

3.3 Run, Run (Expectancy), Run (Value)

A batting event in baseball is defined as the outcome of a plate appearance which either

advances one or more players around the bases, or results in an out. Every time a batter

comes to the plate, there are five principal ways he can contribute to scoring runs: a walk, a
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single (both worth one base) a double (two bases), a triple (three bases) or a home run (all

four bases).1 These five types of event account for around 30% of all events in a season of

Major League Baseball (there are around 200,000 events each season). Around two thirds of

events result in an out.2

Since the earliest days of professional baseball, there have been attempts to quantify

the contribution of a batter to the runs scored by the team, for the purpose of ranking

performance. The concept of batting average (hits divided by at bats) goes back to Henry

Chadwick, the Father of Baseball, who proposed the measure in the year 1867.3 Slug-

ging percentage developed as a way of crediting batters for hits which gained more bases.

From the 1970s onwards analysts such as Bill James developed extended notion such as

on-base-percentage (OBP) and On-base-plus-slugging (OPS) as richer measures of batting

contribution. The greatest technical advance in the measurement of batting performance

developed out of the work of Lindsey (1963).

3.3.1 Run Expectancy and Run Value

The intuition behind the run expectancy matrix is that batting statistics are context

dependent – the value of an action depends on the state of the half inning in which it occurs.

Whenever a batter steps up to the plate, the half inning is in one of 24 potential states,

which are defined by the states of the bases and the number of outs – see Figure 3.1.

1As well as advancing the batter around the bases, these events can also advance previous batters who
are currently on base. In the extreme, if there are runners on each base (bases loaded) then a home runs
results in four runs scored in total.

2A relatively small fraction of events can both advance players on base and cause an out- these are mostly
sacrifice plays (about 2% of all events). Hit by pitch (which advances the batter to first) and fielding errors,
each accounting for about 1% of events.

3https://ourgame.mlblogs.com/chadwicks-choice-the-origin-of-the-batting-average-e8e9e9402d53
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Figure 3.1: The Run Expectancy Matrix

Outs

Base
States

0 1 2
000
100
010
110
001
101
011
111

Thus base state 000 means no runners on base, 100 means a runner on first and no

runners on second or third, 010 means no runner on first, a runner on second and no runners

on third, and so on. The run expectancy matrix is then populated by finding the average

number of runs scored from any given state to the end of the half inning, for all events in

an entire season. This can be done using event data available at Retrosheet.org or in recent

years from files made available by MLBAM.4

Table 3.1: The Run Expectancy Matrix for the 2011 MLB Season

Outs

Base
States

0 1 2
000 0.471 0.255 0.097
100 0.835 0.496 0.218
010 1.058 0.650 0.309
110 1.414 0.874 0.422
001 1.454 0.937 0.317
101 1.753 1.150 0.488
011 1.930 1.339 0.541
111 2.172 1.475 0.761

4https://www.rdocumentation.org/packages/mlbgameday/versions/0.2.0
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Table 3.1 is the run expectancy matrix for the 2011 MLB season, based on 191,864

events. Thus, for example, the average number of runs scored, from the state of no outs

and no runners on base until the end of the half inning, was 0.471. The number of runs

scored on average with no runners on base and two outs until the end of the half inning was

0.097. Not surprisingly, run expectancy tends to increase when there are more runners on

base, when the runners are further advanced, and when there are fewer outs. There are some

variations in the run expectancy matrices from year to year, but generally these variations

are quite small. Over the timeframe 1994-2016, the standard deviation in run expectancy for

the season was below 0.05 runs for 17 out of the 24 base states and ranged from 0.008 runs

to 0.102 runs overall. As expected, the rarer, less frequent base states (e.g. bases loaded and

no outs) resulted in the most variation in run expectancy from year to year.

From the run expectancy matrix we can calculate the average run expectancy of a given

event (a single, a walk, a home run, an out, etc.) in a season. For any event, there is a change

in run expectancy which is defined as the difference between the run expectancy immediately

before the event (the start state) and run expectancy when the event ends (the end state).5

For example, for the 2011 season, for any given event, the change in run expectancy can be

derived simply by taking the difference in cell values, identifying the start state and the end

state in Table 3.1. The run value of an event can then be defined as the runs scored during

the event, plus the difference in run expectancy at the beginning of an event and at the end

of the event:

5Technically, to define all possible run values we need to define the run value of end states where there are
three outs (since these end states occur). For each of the eight possible states (relating to the configuration
of the base runners) the run expectancy is zero, since the half inning is over.
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Run V alue = Runs Scored During Event +

Run Expectancy at the End of the Event −

Run Expectancy at the Beginning of the Event.

(3.1)

Using the empirical frequencies we can construct a table of run values for a given event,

depending on the starting states. This is illustrated for the home run event in the 2011

season in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2: Run Value of Home Runs in 2011

0 1 2
000 1.000 1.000 1.000
100 1.636 1.759 1.879
010 1.413 1.604 1.788
110 2.057 2.381 2.675
001 1.017 1.317 1.780
101 1.718 2.105 2.609
011 1.541 1.916 2.556
111 2.299 2.780 3.336

The run value of a home run, with no one on base at the beginning of the event, is always

1, which is just the run scored, given that there is no one on base at the end of the event

(i.e. the bases states are unchanged). At the other extreme, the run value of bases loaded

and two outs (111 2) is 3.336 runs, which is the value of the four runs scored plus the change

in value of the base states.6

6At first glance, this might seem counterintuitive- four runs were scored, but the run value is less than
four. The intuitive explanation is that while four runs were scored, the event itself should not be given the
full credit for these runs, since hitting the home run was not responsible for getting the three runners on
base at the beginning of the event – that achievement should be credited to earlier events. Note that at the
beginning of the event, when bases were loaded, the run expectancy was very high, but at the end of the
event there are no runners on base, so that run expectancy has fallen considerably.
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We can also calculate the average value of an event across all starting states. Thus, for

example, the run value of a home run, in a given season, is the weighted sum across starting

states of the run values of a home run, where the weights are the frequencies of each starting

state for that event. Based on the run values in Table 3.2 and the frequency of home runs

from each starting state in 2011, the average run value of a home run was 1.39 in that season.

Table 3.3 shows the weighted run values of each of the six main batting events for each

of the seasons in our data. These values are often referred to as “linear weights” in the

literature.7 It is clear from Table 3.3 that these values are very stable over time. This is not

the same as saying that the game never changes. Over this period there have clearly been

many innovations in baseball, not least those associated with Moneyball and the increasing

use of data analytics. The first half of the data also roughly coincides with the “steroid era”,

which increased batting power and thus the production of home runs. While the amount

of production of particular events may have changed over time, what Table 3.3 indicates is

the frequency with which particular events are converted into runs has remained very stable

over this period.

7Albert and Bennett (2001) attribute this coinage to Peter Palmer (see p. 200).
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Table 3.3: Run Value Weights by Season for Batting Events

Season Walk Single Double Triple Home Run Out
1994 0.299 0.467 0.781 1.064 1.400 -0.289
1995 0.319 0.482 0.767 1.074 1.405 -0.291
1996 0.331 0.485 0.784 1.105 1.403 -0.302
1997 0.307 0.465 0.761 1.083 1.393 -0.284
1998 0.312 0.469 0.780 1.014 1.400 -0.285
1999 0.311 0.477 0.789 1.059 1.408 -0.302
2000 0.332 0.482 0.765 1.085 1.406 -0.307
2001 0.298 0.460 0.778 1.084 1.380 -0.283
2002 0.303 0.466 0.755 1.052 1.398 -0.279
2003 0.307 0.466 0.775 1.080 1.391 -0.284
2004 0.307 0.462 0.786 1.041 1.396 -0.287
2005 0.295 0.458 0.768 1.056 1.412 -0.277
2006 0.317 0.467 0.766 1.070 1.389 -0.290
2007 0.310 0.468 0.798 1.044 1.406 -0.289
2008 0.312 0.460 0.772 1.081 1.405 -0.281
2009 0.304 0.459 0.762 1.004 1.392 -0.278
2010 0.299 0.451 0.763 1.076 1.404 -0.266
2011 0.289 0.442 0.736 1.064 1.392 -0.255
2012 0.284 0.441 0.747 1.039 1.396 -0.257
2013 0.285 0.439 0.740 1.035 1.371 -0.250
2014 0.283 0.437 0.739 1.054 1.400 -0.245
2015 0.303 0.442 0.743 1.031 1.386 -0.257
2016 0.288 0.439 0.739 1.014 1.382 -0.264
mean 0.304 0.460 0.765 1.057 1.396 -0.278
standard deviation 0.014 0.015 0.018 0.026 0.010 0.017

3.4 Team Portfolios

Just as financial portfolios are comprised of a collection of assets, each of which con-

tributes to the total returns of the portfolio, a sports team can be thought of as a portfolio

of players, each of which contributes to the total team production. Furthermore, team

portfolios can be characterized by the mean and variance of team production based on the

individual performance means and variances of its players. In baseball, each player’s pro-

duction can be characterized by his expected (mean) run value contributions during a game

and the variance of this measure.
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To calculate each player’s expected run value and variance, we compute the sum of each

player’s run value contributions at the game level for every game in which the player received

a plate appearance during the season. Thus, these game level run value contributions will

represent the set of “daily returns” for each player in the season for which we will use to com-

pute the player’s expected game level run value and variance. We compute these measures

using Retrosheet’s Event Logs for all batting events from 1994-2016.8 The distributions of

mean and variance for all players with at least 30 games with a plate appearance during the

season are included below.

8https://www.retrosheet.org/game.htm
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Figure 3.2: Histogram of Player Expected Run Values: 1994-2016
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Figure 3.3: Histogram of Player Variances: 1994-2016
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Using each player’s mean and variance, we can calculate team level measures of mean and

variance using the standard approach for computing the mean and variance of a financial

portfolio. In financial portfolio theory, the mean and variance of a portfolio’s returns are

calculated as follows:

(3.2) Expected Portfolio Return : E(Rp) =
n∑
i

wiE(Ri)
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(3.3) Portfolio V ariance : V ar(Rp) =
n∑
i

n∑
j

wiwjCov(Ri, Rj),

where Ri generally represents the set of daily returns for each asset i in the portfolio, n

represents the number of assets in the portfolio and wi represents the share of the total

portfolio value belonging to asset i.

Using this framework, we can treat each team as a portfolio of players with individual

means and variances based on their game level run value contributions. Therefore, the game

level expected (run) value and variance of a given team during the season can be calculated

as follows:

(3.4) Expected Team Performance : E(TPERFk) =

nk∑
i

wiE(PERFi)

(3.5)

V ariance of Team Performance : V ar(TPERFk) =

nk∑
i

nk∑
j

wiwjCov(PERFi, PERFj)

where E(PERFi) represents the mean run value per game of each player i on team k, nk

represents the number of players on team k that received at least one plate appearance in

the season and wi represents player i’s share of total team games played for team k over the

course of a season. For the team variance calculation, when i = j, the right hand side of

the formula reduces to
∑nk

i w2
i V ar(PERFi), where V ar(PERFi) represents the variance of

player i’s game level run value contributions.

However, when i 6= j, we need to calculate measures of covariance for each pairwise
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combination of batters on a team for a given season. To do this, we match up the game level

run value contributions for every pairwise combination of batters on a team for the season.

As a result, only games in which both teammates receive at least one plate appearance

are included in the data for our game level run value covariance calculations for pairwise

combinations of teammates. For any two teammates i and j on team k, the covariance can

be calculated as follows:

(3.6) Cov(PERFi, PERFj) =
1

ng − 1

ng∑
g=1

(PERFig − E(PERFi))(PERFjg − E(PERFj))

In the above equation PERFig and PERFjg represent the actual game level run value

contributions for players i and j in game g. E(PERFi) and E(PERFj) represent the mean

game level run value contributions for players i and j for the season as calculated in Equation

(3.4) and ng represents the total number of games during the season for which players i and j

both received at least one plate appearance. Using this approach we calculate the covariance

for every pairwise combination of batters on a team in our data and then we use these

covariance calculations to calculate team performance variance as shown in Equation (3.5).

Using our measures of the game level expected (run) value and variance of a given team’s

player during the season, we run an OLS regression of team runs for the season on these

measures of mean and variance. To account for differences between seasons, we use the

z-scores of the team level means and variances standardized by season. The formal model

and regression results are as follows:

(3.7) ZRuns = β0 + β1ZMean + β2ZV ar +
∑
i

αiTeami + ε
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Table 3.4: Contribution of Team Mean and Variance to Runs

Coefficients
ZMean 0.867∗∗∗

(0.0175)
ZVar 0.107∗∗∗

(0.0187)
Constant 0.203∗∗

(0.0701)
R2 0.905
Adj. R2 0.900
Num. obs. 682
∗∗∗p < 0.001; ∗∗p < 0.01; ∗p < 0.05

From our regression results we observe that the game level expected run value and vari-

ance for a team explains the majority of variation in total team run production with an

R-squared of .905. We also observe that both mean and variance are positive and highly sig-

nificant, though a team’s expected run value is more closely tied to team runs than a team’s

variance. Given this result, a reasonable follow up question may to be ask why variance is a

positive and significant contributor to team run production when holding the team’s mean

level of production constant. One might expect the impact of variance to be insignificant

(or even negative) when comparing teams with similar expected run values. To help address

this question, we propose the following thought experiment.

Suppose we have two batting lineups that consist of nine identical batters. The first

lineup has batters who only reach base via singles, each with the same probability of success.

The second lineup has batters who only reach base via home runs, each with the same

probability of success. Based on our definition of variance, the singles only lineup consists of

lower variance players while the home runs only lineup consists of higher variance players.

In the case of the “singles only” lineup, we will assume that each success (single) advances

the batter and any baserunners by one base. Therefore, the number of runs scored in an

inning for the singles only lineup will be as follows, where X represents the number of batters
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that come to the plate in an inning:

Runs Scored (Singles Only) =


0, 3 ≤ X < 7

X − 6, X ≥ 7

For a team to score at least one run in this scenario, X must be at least 7 and the number

of successes must be at least 4 (since 4 singles result in one run scored). Any value below 7

will not result in a run scored since the plate appearances of 3 batters in the inning result

in an out and the number of successes will be less than 4.

In the case of the “HR only” lineup, every success will result in one run scored by

definition of a home run. Thus, the number of runs scored in an inning for the HR only

lineup will be:

Runs Scored (HR Only) =


0, X = 3

X − 3, X ≥ 4

These simple production processes provide us with some intuition into why higher vari-

ance players tend to add value to teams compared to lower variance players when controlling

for the mean. In the singles only (lower variance) case, a greater degree of sequential produc-

tion (worker coordination) is required for the team to score runs. Given that each success

in the singles only lineup advances each baserunner by one base, the successes of teammates

need to be sequentially clustered in order for the team to score any runs. Therefore, the

order in which the team achieves its successes is a major factor in team production for the

singles only lineup. In the HR only case, a success results in a run by definition and no co-

ordination between teammates is needed. Thus, contrary to what we observe in the singles

only lineup, the sequence in which teammates achieve their successes is not a relevant factor

in team production for the HR only case. Therefore, the advantage teams gain for having

higher variance while controlling for mean arises from the fact the run-scoring process for
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the higher variance lineup requires less dependence between workers than the run-scoring

process for lower variance lineups.

3.5 Trade Efficiency

We now extend the framework developed in the previous section to develop an approach

to analyze trade efficiency between teams. The results from our previous section show that

players add runs to their team through mean and variance and each team consists of a

portfolio of players whose combined means and variances deliver runs across a season. When

considering the talent distribution for players, we also anticipate a certain trade-off between

player variance and mean level of performance, as we expect variance to be more valuable

for lower mean levels due to the sequential nature of team production in baseball.

We can define an isoruns curve as the level set of combinations of mean and variance that

will deliver the same number of runs across a season. Thus the isoruns curves is defined by:

(3.8) dR =
∂R

∂µ
dµ+

∂R

∂σ2
dσ2 = 0.

We parameterize the model as:

(3.9) R = µα(σ2)β,

which we can then estimate as:

(3.10) lnR = α lnµ+ β lnσ2,
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to recover α and β.

The slope of any isoruns curve is defined as:

(3.11)
dµ

dσ2
|R=R̄ = −

∂R
∂µ

∂R
∂σ2

= −
αR
µ

βR
σ2

.

From this derivation we make the following proposition:

Proposition 1. An efficient trade requires that the gain in value to the buying team

from hiring player i should be greater than the loss in value to the selling team from selling

player i, so GBi–LSi, where

(3.12) GBi = dRBi ≈
αRB

µB
µi +

βRB

σ2
B

σ2
i

(3.13) LSi = dRSi ≈
αRS

µS
µi +

βRS

σ2
S

σ2
i .

To assess the efficiency of trades over our timeframe we measure these quantities for each

trade and determine what proportion of trades satisfy this condition.

In the above equations, RB, µB, and σ2
B represent the buying team’s runs per game,

mean, and variance prior to the trade respectively. The variables RS, µS, and σ2
S represent

the same measures for the selling team. Finally, µi, and σ2
i represent the mean and variance

of the traded player i, prior to the trade. To determine whether a trade is efficient, we

calculate the quantity GBi–LSi and classify it as an efficient trade if this value is positive.

We then use these results to analyze trade efficiency across the MLB.
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We begin by estimating our values of α and β using the following regression model:

(3.14) lnRuns = γ + αlnMeanTrans+ βlnV ar + ε.

In this regression, lnRuns is the natural log of team runs per game for the season. The

variable lnMeanTrans is the natural log of each team’s mean transformed by adding the

absolute value of the minimum team mean to all observations prior to taking the natural

log so that all values are defined once taking the natural log. Finally, lnV ar represents the

natural log of each team’s variance of the season.

After estimating the appropriate exponents for our production function, we construct

isorun curves over the range of team runs per game using the values of α and β estimated in

the regression. Since our timeframe of 1994-2016 covers a wide range of years, we construct

separate isorun curves for 5 different periods within this timeframe since the impact of mean

and variance on team run production is unlikely to stay constant.

To determine the breakpoints for our analysis, our regression was run for all possible

combinations of time periods ranging for 4-7 years. We then selected breakpoints based on

the set of time periods resulting in the highest average R-squared value across eras. The

periods used and corresponding R-squared values are summarized in the table below.

Table 3.5: R2 by Era

Time Period R2

1994-1997 0.862
1998-2001 0.819
2002-2005 0.878
2006-2009 0.850
2010-2016 0.810
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Our isorun curves are constructed for each respective era with the transformed team

mean on the horizontal axis and team variance on the vertical axis. Included in these figures

are also the scatterplot points of team transformed mean and team variance for all teams

over the different time periods. This allows us to visualize where along the isorun curves the

team portfolios tend to lie. Each curve represents a level of team production in the form of

runs per game, and each curve represents the mean-variance tradeoff required for teams to

maintain the same level of production. The regression results used to estimate the values of

α and β for each era and the resulting isorun curve plots are included below as well.

Table 3.6: Isorun Curve Coefficients

1994-1997 1998-2001 2002-2005 2006-2009 2010-2016
logMeanTrans 1.999∗∗∗ 1.952∗∗∗ 2.285∗∗∗ 2.045∗∗∗ 2.255∗∗∗

(0.114) (0.129) (0.107) (0.112) (0.115)
logVar 0.0603∗∗ 0.0832∗∗∗ 0.0661∗∗∗ 0.0667∗∗∗ 0.0689∗∗∗

(0.0186) (0.0188) (0.0140) (0.0143) (0.0131)
Constant 1.607∗∗∗ 1.687∗∗∗ 1.506∗∗∗ 1.605∗∗∗ 1.415∗∗∗

(0.0611) (0.0625) (0.0488) (0.0474) (0.0497)
R2 0.862 0.819 0.878 0.850 0.810
Adj. R2 0.860 0.816 0.876 0.847 0.808
Num. obs. 112 120 120 120 210
∗∗∗p < 0.001; ∗∗p < 0.01; ∗p < 0.05
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Figure 3.4: Isorun Curves by Era (With Transformed Means)
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From the plots and the regression results we do observe some differences in the contribu-

tions of team mean and variance to runs per game by era. However, in each era mean and

variance are positive and significant with mean being the bigger contributor to team runs

per game. These results match the findings from our results in the previous section.

Having established teams as portfolios of players in which returns (team production)

can be defined as a function of team means and variances, we would now like to use this

framework to investigate trade efficiency between teams over time. Using transaction data

from Retrosheet, we focus on trades for hitters that occurred in the middle of the season
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(May, June, July or August).9 We exclude offseason trades and trades that take place at the

very beginning of the season so that we have a reliable measure of team offensive quality at

the time the trade occurs.

To be included in our analysis the traded players must have had at least 100 PA for the

selling team prior to the trade and at least 100 PA for the buying team after the trade occurs

during the season. These constraints allow each player’s performance to stabilize prior to

the trade while ensuring that the buying team intends on giving the traded player regular

playing time after the trade occurs. Dating back to 1994, we identify 364 transactions in

which these conditions are met.

For each transaction, we calculate the net gain using the approach in Proposition 1 to

determine whether the transaction was efficient. We then calculate and plot the efficiency

rate by season to observe if any changes to trade efficiency have occurred over time. We

exclude 1994 from our plot since there were only 3 trades that met our criteria this season

due in large part to the strike that ended the season in August. The resulting plot for

1995-2016 is as follows.

9https://www.retrosheet.org/transactions/
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Figure 3.5: Trade Efficiency Rate by Season: 1995-2016
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When aggregating trades over the entire timeframe, we calculate an efficiency rate of

50.5%. We also observe a general increasing trend in efficiency rate over time. Four out

of the five highest efficiency rates at the season level take place from 2010 onwards with

the maximum efficiency rate reaching as high as 70% in the most recent season. When

aggregated, the most recent era of 2010-2016 has an efficiency rate of 57.9%, 5 percentage

points higher than the next highest efficiency rate by era where eras are defined as in Table

3.6. Intuitively these findings are consistent with the increase in analytics and data driven

decisions and less emphasis on traditional scouting used by MLB front offices over this
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timeframe.

These can be viewed as conservative estimates of trade efficiency since trades are often

much more complex than the subset of trades that meet our criteria. Thus, based on our

definition of efficiency, an inefficient trade does not necessarily imply a poor decision was

made. The following are potential examples of such cases: (1) The buying team may have

a pressing organizational need at a specific position (i.e. due to player injury) and may be

willing to pay a premium for the acquired player. (2) The selling team may be trading from

a position of organizational depth (the team may already have a viable alternative to the

player being traded away on the roster or in the minor leagues). (3) The selling team may

be more interested in acquiring talent with a greater future value than the player being sold

(these transactions usually involve young, unproven talent often from the minor leagues). In

addition, recall that we are excluding all pitching transactions from this analysis as well.

Thus, if one were able to account for some of these complexities involved in the decision-

making process regarding player transactions, it is possible that this efficiency rate would

increase. However, despite these complexities, we are still able to use our framework to

observe the overall trend of trade efficiency over time. We observe from our results that

improvements in trade efficiency over time are consistent with teams making more informed,

data-driven decisions over the course of our timeframe.

Out of the 364 trades identified in our analysis, 184 of these were classified as efficient

by our definition of efficiency. As a robustness check, we use a Monte Carlo simulation to

determine the probability of each trade remaining efficient when our transformed mean and

variance parameters are subject to random shocks at both the team and player level. Thus,

we would like to re-estimate our values of GBi and LSi as follows:
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(3.15) GBi = dRBi ≈
αRB

µB + εµB
(µi + εµi) +

βRB

σ2
B + εσ2

B

(σ2
i + εσ2

i
)

(3.16) LSi = dRSi ≈
αRS

µS + εµS
(µi + εµi) +

βRS

σ2
S + εσ2

S

(σ2
i + εσ2

i
)

For µB, µS, σ2
B, and σ2

Sthe error terms are obtained from the regressions used to estimate

our parameters in the team run production function for each respective era. Each regression

is reconstructed to solve for the errors in terms of lnMeanTrans and lnV ar respectively.

Then, εµB , εµS , εσ2
B

, and εσ2
S

are randomly drawn from these respective vectors of error terms

and substituted into our equations for GBi and LSi.

For µi and σ2
i the error terms are obtained from the following regression at the player

level and run separately over the same eras as defined in the team run production analysis:

(3.17) lnP lyrRuns = γ + αlnMeanTransP lyr + βlnV aP lyr + ε.

In this regression, lnMeanTransP lyr represents the natural log of each player’s mean

transformed by adding the absolute value of the minimum player mean to all observations so

that so that all values are defined once taking the natural log, while lnV arP lyr represents

the natural log of each player’s variance. To match the approach we have used to model

team productivity under the mean-variance framework, our dependent variable in this re-

gression will be the natural log of player runs per game, simply equal to the number of runs

scored by the player during the season divided by the number of games played. As in our

team level regressions, each regression is reconstructed to solve for the errors in terms of
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lnMeanTransP lyr and lnV arP lyr respectively. Finally, εµi and εσ2
i

are randomly drawn

from these vectors of error terms and substituted into our equations for GBi and LSi.

For each trade that we identified as efficient, we run 10,000 simulations recalculating the

values of GBi and LSi while subjecting µB, µS, µi, σ
2
B, σ2

S, and σ2
i to random shocks. For

each simulation, these shocks are randomly drawn from the appropriate error vectors and

used to calculate the net gain of the trade GBi−LSi. Finally, for each trade we calculate the

proportion of simulations in which the net gain remains positive. This serves as an estimate

for the probability the trade is efficient given random shocks to our parameters.

For each of our 184 efficient trades, we find that the average probability of efficiency

when subject to random parameter shocks is 63.84%. As an illustration, we plot each

trade’s probability of efficiency as a function of the trade’s net gain (without being subject

to random shocks).
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Figure 3.6: Net Trade Value Gain vs. P(Efficient)
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We see a clear relationship between the size of our original calculated net gain (without

the random shocks) and the probability that the trade remains efficient when subject to the

random shocks. From the plot we observe that the probability of an efficient trade begins

around 47% for the smallest calculated net gains but increases linearly as the size of our net

gains increase. The first and third quartiles of efficiency probabilities are calculated to be

57% and 71% respectively. Thus, 25% of our observed trades have at least at 71% probability

of being efficient and 75% of our observed trades have at least at 57% efficiency probability

when subject to random shocks. We also calculate the skewness of the efficiency probability
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distribution to be 0.577, indicating the distribution is slightly skewed to the right. The full

probability efficiency distribution is illustrated in the histogram below.

Figure 3.7: Histogram of P(Efficient)
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3.6 Conclusions

This paper uses novel approaches to measure team productivity and trading efficiency

in Major League Baseball through an application of portfolio theory. Using a structural

approach relating player outcomes to runs, we accurately capture the contributions of each
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individual player to his team’s output. We then build upon the applications of portfolio

theory that have been implemented in other disciplines to define a team as a portfolio of

assets that can be characterized by its mean and variance in production.

Using this characterization, we find that a large portion of the variation in team runs

scored can be explained by our measures of mean and variance. It is observed that both

mean and variance are positive and significant contributors to team output, with mean being

a stronger determinant of team runs scored. The positive effect of variance arises from the

sequential nature of production required to score runs in baseball, as higher variance teams

tend to require less coordination between workers to produce output (runs) compared to

lower variance teams.

Using this framework to characterize team productivity by team mean and variance,

this paper makes use of a unique setting in professional baseball, where player contracts

are considered intangible fixed assets and player productivity can be easily observed and

objectively measured. Using this setting, we propose an approach to examine efficiency in

the trade market for intangible fixed assets in baseball. A set of isorun curves for different eras

over our timeframe are constructed to depict the mean-variance tradeoff needed to maintain

a given level of team production in the form of runs per game. We then use this tradeoff to

measure the trade efficiency for teams given their pre-trade expected values and variances

and the traded player’s pre-trade expected value and variance. It is observed that trade

efficiency has improved over our timeframe and quite dramatically in the more recent years

of our timeframe. This finding is consistent with the growth of analytics and data-driven

decision making used in MLB front offices during this time.

In the areas of sport economics and sport finance, this framework could be extended to

more continuous team sports such as basketball, soccer, football, hockey, etc. This approach

could also be used to investigate more granular levels of performance by treating teams and

players as portfolios of different skillsets. In baseball, an interesting application could look
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at the success of MLB pitchers by characterizing pitchers by their portfolios of different pitch

types. Another interesting extension could integrate player streakiness into the analysis to

determine whether the specific sequence in which players achieve their successes over the

course of the season have an impact on the overall levels of team production.

However, the implications of this study go beyond the professional sports industry as

the framework developed in this paper can be extended to any team setting in which the

performance of team members can be reliably measured. Of course, the impact of individual

worker variance on team productivity will depend greatly on the specific process required for

a team to produce output in a given industry and not all processes will require the amount

of worker coordination needed to produce output as on a baseball team. The production

process of a baseball team is one specific setting in which performance variance of individual

team members has an overall positive impact on team productivity while controlling for the

mean, due to the interdependence of individual worker outcomes needed to produce team

output in baseball.

While there surely exist other industry-specific production processes for which worker

variance has a lesser or negative effect on team production, our results illustrate the need

for team managers to consider the impact that individual worker variance has on the overall

levels of team production. In addition, these results suggest that managers should account

for the variance in worker productivity in addition to mean levels of production when com-

pleting performance evaluations for workers. Our findings indicate that worker variance is

particularly relevant in any industry in which sequential production occurs and a high degree

of worker coordination is needed.
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Chapter IV

Entry Level Job Assignments and Career Length: The

Case of Major League Baseball Pitchers

4.1 Introduction

The impact of early career decisions and opportunities on future career paths for workers

has been widely covered across disciplines in the academic literature. Most previous research

has focused on examining the impact of variables such as labor market conditions, employee

attributes, and firm characteristics on an individual’s future earnings and opportunities

throughout the worker’s career. One related area of research that has yet to be investigated

thoroughly is the impact of employer-assigned roles on a worker’s future career opportunities.

Altonji (2005) is one of the few studies to investigate this question by theoretically show-

ing how statistical discrimination by employers can have a detrimental effect on the career

paths of workers with limited initial information available to the employer. These workers

are often placed in lower-skilled roles initially, denying any high-skilled workers an oppor-

tunity to quickly establish themselves as such. Salaga et al. (2020) also conduct a study

looking at the impact of employer role assignments on future career outcomes in a sport con-

text. The authors focus on determining the impact of employer-assigned workload on future
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career length and productivity for running backs in the National Football League (NFL). It

is found that high workload levels assigned to players by teams have a negative impact on

the player’s future productivity, but a positive effect on the player’s career length.

This paper seeks to build upon these studies by investigating the impact of employer-

assigned, entry-level roles on the career paths and survivability of pitchers in Major League

Baseball (MLB). The pitcher position in MLB provides us with several desirable charac-

teristics of conducting such a study. First, there exist two distinct primary pitcher roles

in professional baseball, starting pitchers and relief pitchers, where starting pitchers have

historically been thought to be more valuable.1 Second, significant differences in the labor

supply exist for the two types of pitcher, with relief pitchers having a much larger supply

of labor. Third, a pitcher’s entry-level role is largely determined by the team’s subjective

evaluation of the best role for the pitcher on the team given the pitcher’s skillset and existing

team composition. Finally, transitions between roles are common for pitchers. As a result,

this allows us to better investigate and isolate the true impact of a pitcher’s entry-level role

on his career path and survivability.

We hypothesize that an entry-level relief pitcher assignment will have a detrimental im-

pact on a pitcher’s survivability in the league as the large labor supply of relief pitchers

should make it easier for teams to replace relief pitchers with affordable alternatives com-

pared to starting pitchers. Additionally, given that starting pitchers have historically been

viewed as the more valuable type of pitcher, an entry-level relief pitcher assignment may

lead to a perception of lower-ability for the pitcher by potential future employers.

Kaplan-Meier estimates are calculated for entry-level starting pitchers and entry-level

relief pitchers and a log-rank test for the equality of survivor functions is conducted to

determine if significant survival differences exist by entry-level pitcher type. Additionally,

a Cox-proportional hazard model is run to allow for multivariate modeling. We find that

1https://www.baseball-reference.com/bullpen/Relief pitcher
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entry-level relief pitchers face a significant survival disadvantage compared to entry-level

starting pitchers and that this disadvantage essentially persists for the duration of an entry-

level relief pitcher’s career. We also find that significant survival disadvantages (advantages)

continue to exist for entry-level relief (starting) pitchers who transitioned roles to starting

(relief) pitchers early in their careers. The results of this study suggest that the early-career

decisions made by teams on behalf of their players ultimately has career altering implications

for these players.

This paper proceeds as follows: Section 2 reviews the previous literature related to this

topic and presents further background information on our pitcher types. Section 3 develops

the approach to be used in this paper and summarizes our results. Section 4 provides a brief

discussion with our conclusions.

4.2 Background and Previous Research

The impact of early career decisions and opportunities on employee career paths has

been covered extensively in the academic literature across industries. Several of these studies

focus on how early career labor market conditions can have an impact on a worker’s career

outcomes. Gebel (2003) investigates the impact of early-career temporary employment on

subsequent career wages and temporary employment cycles. The author finds short-term

wage and employment penalties for those who enter temporary employment positions early

in their careers. Raaum and Røed (2006) show that the labor market conditions at the

time of job-market entry have a long-term impact on an individual’s future employment

opportunities. Von Wachter and Bender (2006) study the effects of early career job loss

on worker earnings and find evidence of short-term losses for workers and long-term losses

for those workers who were forced to transition from large firms to smaller organizations.

Ahlin et al. (2014) determine the impact that market thickness for skills has on the initial
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wages of recent graduates and find that graduates are more likely to move to urban areas for

employment after graduating where thicker markets for skills exist. Schmillen and Umkehrer

(2017) focus on the impact of early-career unemployment on future unemployment and find

that individuals that experience unemployment early in their careers are more likely to

experience future unemployment as well.

Other studies focus on the impact of more specific firm or employee characteristics on an

individual’s career path. Kelley (1978) shows that individuals coming from wealthy families

tend to have advantages in early career employment compared to individuals from lower-class

families. The author also shows that these advantages persist for an individual throughout

their careers. Mattox and Jinkerson (2005) investigate the impact of company-provided

training for new hires on the retention of experienced workers. Van der Heijden et al. (2009)

study the impact of age effects on career success while Stumpf et al. (2010) look at how

the practices of human resources impact employee career success. Biemann and Braakmann

(2013) determine the impact of international career experience on early career success while

Dossinger et al. (2019) look at the impact of physical attractiveness of early-career salaries.

Musset and Kurekova (2018) illustrate the importance of career guidance in the early stages

of an individual’s education. Monti et al. (2020) investigate the impact of previous employer

characteristics on the gender-wage gap and find that a significant portion of the wage gap

can be attributed to women being overrepresented in lower-paying firms compared to men.

A variety of industry specific studies on early-career outcomes and career paths have

been conducted as well. Cox and Harquail (1991) find that starting salaries and starting job

levels of MBA graduates have a significant impact on measures of career success. Dougerty

et al. (1993) show that MBA graduates are less likely to change jobs early in their careers

than bachelor’s degree graduates. Williamson and Cable (2003) investigate the determinants

of early-career research productivity of management faculty. Quartz et al. (2008) conduct a

study of early-career urban educator retention and role changing while Cochran-Smith et al.
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(2012) investigate how early-career experiences influence a teacher’s decision to stay or leave

the discipline. DeAngelis et al. (2013) consider how the support and preservice preparation

of early career teachers influence these decisions as well. Goldacre et al. (2010) compare

the early career specialty decisions of recent medical graduates with their eventual specialty

decisions. Flinkman et al. (2013) investigate the factors that lead to early-career nurses

leaving the profession.

However, one limitation of this previous literature thus far is that objective measures

of employee productivity are difficult to observe and control for. As a result, several sport

economics studies pertaining to worker survivability and career paths have been conducted.

Labor market studies are prevalent in sport economics for several reasons as outlined by

Kahn (2000). In short, the professional sports industry provides researchers with several

desirable characteristics for conducting labor market research that are often difficult to find

in most other industries. The characteristics include observability of worker performance,

precise measures to quantify worker productivity, and public information on worker wage

data.

Groothuis and Hill (2004) find that player performance metrics are a significant determi-

nant of career length in the National Basketball Association. Additionally, the authors do

not find any evidence of exit discrimination by race in the league, contrary to the findings of

Hoang and Rascher (1999). Witnauer et al. (2007) look at career lengths of MLB players in

the 20th century and observe that the career length distribution for players is skewed toward

shorter career lengths, while Petersen et al. (2011) make similar observations pertaining to

short careers in MLB and the NBA. Baker et al. (2013) investigates whether career length

differences exist by player position for different sports. The authors find that career length

differences by position were present in MLB and the National Football League (NFL), but

not the NBA and National Hockey League (NHL). Ducking and Bollinger (2014) determine

whether minimum salaries have an impact on career length in the NFL and find that players
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making the league minimum have significantly shorter careers.

Despite the abundance of literature on early career opportunities, career paths, and sur-

vivability across a variety of disciplines, one area that has yet to be researched extensively is

the impact of employer-assigned job functions on an employee’s career length. As previously

mentioned, Altonji (2005) and Salaga et al. (2020) are two existing studies that address

issues relevant to this area.

This paper seeks to build upon these studies investigating the impact of employer-assigned

roles on worker career outcomes by utilizing a scenario from baseball with desirable char-

acteristics for conducting such a study. Specifically, our goal is to determine whether a

pitcher’s entry-level role, as determined by his team, has an impact on the pitcher’s ability

to survive in the league. In professional baseball, pitchers are typically categorized into one

of two types of pitching positions: starting pitcher or relief pitcher. Starting pitchers start

the game as his team’s pitcher and generally pitch the majority of innings in the game,

while relief pitchers generally “relieve” the starting pitcher at the manager’s discretion due

to either to fatigue or ineffectiveness of the starting pitcher. Additionally, role transitions

between starting pitchers and relief pitchers are common as approximately 20% of pitchers

transition from a primary starting pitcher to a primary relief pitcher, or vice versa, within

the first three seasons of their careers.

Over the timeframe 1976-2016, the average length of an appearance for a starting pitcher

was approximately 6.04 innings while the average length of an appearance for a relief pitcher

during this timeframe was approximately 1.23 innings. As can be inferred from these aver-

ages, generally a combination of relief pitchers are used to finish a game once the starting

pitcher has departed. Additionally, given that starting pitchers tend to pitcher more innings

over the course of a season than a relief pitcher, starting pitchers have generally been thought

of as the more valuable type of pitcher and typically earn higher salaries than relief pitchers

over our timeframe.
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However, as Schmidt (2020) alludes to, there have been drastic changes to the role of

relief pitchers in Major League Baseball over the past couple of decades. The following two

charts illustrate this trend by respectively showing the percentage of MLB innings pitched

by relief pitchers and the number of relief pitchers that appeared in an MLB game during

the season for 1976-2016.

Figure 4.1: Relief Pitcher Share of Innings Pitched by Season: 1976-2016
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Figure 4.2: Number of Relief Pitchers by Season: 1976-2016
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Over this timeframe, the share of total innings pitched by relief pitchers has increased

by about nine percentage points, while the aggregate total number of innings pitched from

9521.1 in 1976 to 15747.6 in 2016, an increase of 92.47% (though some of the increase in

aggregate innings is a result of league expansion over this time). Over this same period,

the number of relief pitchers that made at least one appearance in the league during the

season increased from 275 in 1976 to 590 in 2016, an increase of 114.55%. For reference,

the same calculation for starting pitchers, infielders (first basemen, second basemen, third

basemen, and shortstops) and outfielders resulted in increases of 37.25%, 28.83%, and 41.81%
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respectively, while the number of players that made at least one appearance at each position

type in 2016 were 280 for starting pitchers, 362 for infielders, and 329 for outfielders. Clearly

the labor supply of relief pitchers far exceeds that of any other position in professional

baseball over this timeframe.

Furthermore, over this timeframe roster sizes remained constant at 25 while five-men

starting pitcher rotations were the norm.2 The number of relief pitchers teams typically

carried on their roster at any given time increased only slightly from around 5 to 8.3 Thus,

given the relatively minor changes to roster sizes over this timeframe, it can be implied

that the amount of roster turnover for relief pitchers has increased substantially over this

period. Intuitively this makes sense, since if a surplus of talent exists due to the large labor

supply of relief pitchers, then the average relief pitcher should be much easier to replace

than essentially any other position over our timeframe. This is consistent with diminishing

productivity differentials (i.e. talent compression) as discussed in Gould (1986), Chatterjee

and Yilmaz (1991), Butler (1995), Schmidt and Berri (2003), and Schmidt and Berri (2005),

Zimbalist (2010), and Schmidt (2020), due to increases in the labor supply.

Given the previous academic research on the implications of early career opportunities

and labor market conditions on a worker’s career path, we hypothesize that an entry-level

relief pitcher assignment will negatively impact a player’s ability to survive in the league

compared to an entry-level starting pitcher assignment. Specifically, we seek to address four

primary questions pertaining to this hypothesis: (1) Do entry-level relief pitchers have shorter

careers on average than entry-level starting pitchers? (2) How long do any survival differences

in persist? (3) Do early-career role transitions affect survival differences between entry-level

pitcher types? (4) Are differences in survival for entry-level pitcher types explained by

differences in ability? Our empirical approach and results pertaining to these questions are

2https://www.baseball-reference.com/bullpen/Pitching rotation
3https://www.baseball-reference.com/bullpen/Roster
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included in the following section.

4.3 Approach and Estimation

To address our research questions we utilize the Kaplan-Meier estimator of the survival

function for our pitcher classifications based on their entry-level roles in their debut seasons.

We obtain our player debut and career length data from the Lahman Database for the

seasons 1976-2016.4 For every pitcher that made his MLB debut over this timeframe, our

data includes the pitcher’s entry-level role and career length. We classify a pitcher as an

entry-level relief pitcher if he makes at least 50% of his appearances as a relief pitcher in

his debut season. Otherwise, we classify the pitcher as an entry-level starting pitcher. After

censoring for active players, our sample includes 3,702 total pitchers over this timeframe.

The Kaplan-Meier estimator for the survival function is calculated as follows:

(4.1) Ŝ(t) =
∏

i: ti ≤ t

(1− di
ni

),

where ti represents time in league (career length), di represents the number of players that

do not survive in the league past career length ti, and ni represents the number of players

that have survived to career length ti.

Based on our Kaplan-Meier estimates for each classification of pitcher, we then construct

a set of Kaplan-Meier curves to display the survival rate for each group over each time

increment (career length in years) in our data. After constructing our Kaplan-Meier curves,

we test to determine if significant differences exist in the survivor functions of entry-level

starting pitchers and entry-level relief pitchers using a log-rank test with a null hypothesis

of equal survivor functions between groups, where the test statistic follows a chi-square

4http://www.seanlahman.com/baseball-archive/statistics/
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distribution. Using this framework, we address our first three primary research questions.

4.3.1 Do significant differences exist in survivor functions between entry-level

starting pitchers and entry-level relief pitchers?

The Kaplan-Meier curves for entry-level starting pitchers versus entry-level relief pitchers

are included below.

Figure 4.3: Kaplan Meier Curves: Entry-Level Starting Pitchers vs. Entry-Level Relief
Pitchers (1976-2016)

Our log-rank chi-square test statistic is equal to 159.16, which is significant at the .001

level. These results confirm that significant differences exist in survivor functions based on
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a pitcher’s entry-level role in the league. We see a significantly weaker survival rate and

shorter career length for entry-level relief pitchers compared to what we observe with entry-

level starting pitchers. In particular, we see that the survival disadvantage for entry-level

relief pitchers is striking in the early years of one’s career. This result certainly aligns with

our hypothesis of entry-level relief pitchers facing a tougher survival curve due to the large

labor supply and ease of replaceability. Of course, a potential endogenous variable with these

results is the overall pitcher quality of entry-level starting pitchers versus entry-level relief

pitchers which we will address later.

4.3.2 How long do differences in survivor functions persist?

Given the striking disparity between the survival rates of entry-level relief pitchers and

entry-level starting pitchers at the early stages of their careers, we would now like to deter-

mine how long significant differences in survival functions exist between entry-level pitcher

types when conditioning on career length. In particular, we are interested in determining

whether the differences in survival functions can be attributed entirely to reliever attrition in

the early stages of their careers, or whether these survival disadvantages for entry-level relief

pitchers persist throughout these pitchers’ careers. Stated another way, we would like to

determine if an experience threshold exists for which the survival curves between entry-level

relievers and entry-level starting pitchers are similar thereafter.

To do this, we calculate the Kaplan-Meier estimates for entry-level relief pitchers and

entry-level starting pitchers once again while now conditioning our data on players that have

survived at least X years in the league. We complete our log-rank test for every value of

X = 2, . . . , 15 to determine where the experience threshold for similar survival functions

exists for entry-level relievers and starting pitchers. We choose 15 years of experience as an

endpoint as this represents the 95th percentile of pitcher career length in our data. We have

included our log-rank chi-squared test statistics below.
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Table 4.1: Log-Rank Test Results Conditional on Career Length

X Log-Rank Test Statistic N (SP) N (RP) N
2 104.48*** 1032 1956 2988
3 70.80*** 928 1593 2521
4 47.33*** 840 1322 2162
5 30.65*** 760 1105 1865
6 24.75*** 659 913 1572
7 21.05*** 568 754 1322
8 18.35*** 486 619 1105
9 12.87*** 423 503 926
10 6.14* 375 406 781
11 7.73** 305 329 634
12 2.34 257 244 501
13 0.58 201 173 374
14 0.04 154 123 277
15 0.04 113 85 198
Test Statistic Follows Chi-Square Distribution
∗∗∗p < 0.001; ∗∗p < 0.01; ∗p < 0.05

From the results we observe that entry-level relief pitchers and entry-level starting pitch-

ers do not face similar survival curves until they reach 12 years in the league. While we

see that the gap in survival rate between the two groups does tend to shrink with league

tenure, our log-rank test finds that statistically significant survival differences exist for es-

sentially the duration of a pitcher’s career (a career length of 12 years represents the 92nd

percentile of entry-level relief pitcher career lengths in our data). This result implies that

a team’s decision to assign a pitcher a primary relief pitcher role in his debut season has

career-altering implications for the player’s survivability in the league, as the majority of

entry-level relief pitchers will face a survival disadvantage compared to entry-level starting

pitchers that persists throughout their careers.
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4.3.3 How do early career role transitions affect the survival differences between

pitcher types?

Thus far we have established that pitchers assigned to entry-level reliever roles face a much

tougher survival curve than entry-level starting pitchers, and that a statistically significant

survival disadvantage for relief pitchers essentially lasts for the duration of their careers.

However, one additional factor we have yet to consider is the impact of early-career role

transitions on career length. Post-debut role transitions between starting pitchers and relief

pitchers are fairly common as approximately 20% of the pitchers in our data transitioned

their primary roles within the first three seasons of their careers. This provides us with an

opportunity to determine whether early career role transitions from relief pitcher to starting

pitcher eliminate the survival disadvantage entry-level relief pitchers face. Similarly, we

can determine whether early career role transitions from starting pitcher to relief pitcher

eliminate the survival advantage entry-level starting pitchers typically have. If significant

survival disadvantages (advantages) continue to exist for entry-level relief (starting) pitchers

after an early career transition to a starting (relief) pitcher role, this would support the

notion of teams perceiving entry-level relievers to be of lower ability than entry-level starting

pitchers. This would also indicate that differences in survival cannot be explained entirely

by differences in labor supply.

To determine whether early career role transitions from relief pitcher to starting pitcher

eliminate the survival disadvantage for entry-level relief pitchers, we estimate and compare

the Kaplan-Meier survival functions of entry-level relief pitchers who transitioned to start-

ing pitchers within the first three years of their careers to entry-level starting pitchers who

did not transition out of a starting pitcher role within the first three years of their careers.

Similarly, to determine whether early career role transitions from starting pitcher to relief

pitcher eliminate the survival advantage for entry-level starting pitchers, we estimate the
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Kaplan-Meier survival functions of entry-level starting pitchers who transitioned to relief

pitchers within the first three years of their careers to entry-level relief pitchers who did not

transition out of a relief pitcher role within the first three years of their careers. In both cases

we only include pitchers with a career length greater than one year in our data since pitchers

that transitioned roles must have a career length of at least two under our specification. For

both comparisons, we again conduct a log-rank test for the equality of survivor functions.

We begin with our comparison of early career entry-level reliever transitions to entry-level

starting pitchers.

Figure 4.4: Kaplan Meier Curves: Entry-Level Relief Pitcher to Starting Pitcher Transitions
vs. Entry-Level Starting Pitchers (1976-2016)
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Our chi-square test statistic for our log-rank test is equal to a value of 5.94, significant at

the .05 level. In our comparison of early career entry-level reliever to starter transitions and

entry-level starting pitchers, we do observe that significant differences in survival estimates

persist, with entry-level relief pitchers continuing to experience a significantly shorter career

length. However, it should be noted that the survival disadvantage between entry-level

relievers that transitioned roles early in their careers and entry-level starting pitchers has

decreased in relation to what we observed in the results comparing all entry-level relievers

to all entry-level starting pitchers, indicating that the early career transition to from relief

pitcher to starting pitcher does positively affect the pitcher’s career length. Nevertheless, the

fact that statistically significant disadvantages in survival exist for entry-level relief pitchers

despite transitioning to starting pitchers early in their careers is consistent with what we

would expect to see if teams viewed an entry-level reliever assignment as a signal of lower

ability.

Now we turn our attention to the Kaplan-Meier curves comparing early career entry-level

starting pitcher transitions to entry-level relief pitchers.
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Figure 4.5: Kaplan Meier Curves: Entry-Level Starting Pitcher to Relief Pitcher Transitions
vs. Entry-Level Relief Pitchers (1976-2016)

The chi-square test statistic for our log-rank test is equal to 24.45, significant at the

.001 level. The results comparing early career entry-level starting pitcher to relief pitcher

transitions to entry-level relief pitchers support our previous results of survival advantages for

entry-level starting pitchers. We do observe that the survival advantage between entry-level

starters that transitioned to relievers early in their careers and entry-level relief pitchers has

decreased in relation to what we observed in the results comparing all entry-level relievers to

all entry-level starting pitchers. This suggests that the early career transition to from starting

pitcher to relief pitcher has a negative impact on the pitcher’s career length. However,

entry-level starting pitchers continue to have a statistically significant survival advantage
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compared to entry-level relief pitchers despite the fact that these entry-level starting pitchers

transitioned to relief pitcher roles early in their careers.

These are striking results that illustrate the importance of a pitcher’s entry-level role on

his career path despite role transitions that might occur in the early stages of his career.

Given the significance of these findings we decide to conduct our Kaplan-Meier transition

analysis for a couple alternate starting pitcher and relief pitcher classification definitions as a

check for robustness. The first alternate definition classifies a relief pitcher as a pitcher with

at least 25% of his appearances as a reliever and a starter otherwise. This approach makes it

more difficult to be classified as a starting pitcher and easier to be classified as a relief pitcher.

The second alternate definition classifies a relief pitcher as a pitcher with at least 75% of

his appearances as a reliever and a starter otherwise. This approach makes it more difficult

to be classified as a relief pitcher and easier to be classified as a starting pitcher. In both

cases a pitcher transition will be respectively determined using these alternate classification

thresholds.

The Kaplan-Meier curves for the comparison of early career entry-level reliever transi-

tions to entry-level starting pitchers for both alternate definitions are included below.
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Figure 4.6: Kaplan Meier Curves: Entry-Level Relief Pitcher (at least 25% of appearances) to
Starting Pitcher (at least 75% of appearances) Transitions vs. Entry-Level Starting Pitchers
(1976-2016)
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Figure 4.7: Kaplan Meier Curves: Entry-Level Relief Pitcher (at least 75% of appearances) to
Starting Pitcher (at least 25% of appearances) Transitions vs. Entry-Level Starting Pitchers
(1976-2016)

The chi-squared statistics for the log rank tests pertaining to the Kaplan-Meier curves for

Figures 4.6 and 4.7 respectively are 10.88 and 10.19, both significant at the .01 level. Thus,

our previous result of entry-level relief pitchers continuing to face a survival disadvantage

despite transitioning to starting pitchers early in their careers is robust to these alternate

pitcher classification definitions. We now test whether our results for the comparison of early

career entry-level starting pitcher transitions to entry-level relief pitchers are robust to these

alternate definitions. The corresponding Kaplan-Meier curves are included below.
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Figure 4.8: Kaplan Meier Curves: Entry-Level Starting Pitcher (at least 25% of appearances)
to Relief Pitcher (at least 75% of appearances) Transitions vs. Entry-Level Relief Pitchers
(1976-2016)
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Figure 4.9: Kaplan Meier Curves: Entry-Level Starting Pitcher (at least 75% of appearances)
to Relief Pitcher (at least 25% of appearances) Transitions vs. Entry-Level Relief Pitchers
(1976-2016)

The chi-squared statistics for the log rank tests pertaining to the Kaplan-Meier curves

for Figures 4.8 and 4.9 respectively are 16.06 and 26.81, both significant at the .001 level.

Thus, our previous result of entry-level starting pitchers continuing to experience a survival

advantage despite transitioning to relief pitchers early in their careers is robust to these

alternate pitcher classification definitions.
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4.3.4 Examining Differences in Pitcher Quality

While our previous results present evidence that an entry-level relief pitcher assignment is

detrimental to a pitcher’s ability to survive in the league compared to an entry-level starting

pitcher assignment, we have yet to account for the impact of pitcher quality on these results.

An endogeneity issue may exist with our current results if less talented, lower quality pitchers

are systematically classified as relief pitchers by teams. If this were the case, then it could be

reasonably argued that our results thus far are due primarily to differences in pitcher quality

rather than the differences in labor supply or perceived ability for entry-level relievers that

we have previously mentioned.

One reason for which we have not accounted for pitcher quality thus far is due to the

structurally different role of starting pitchers and relief pitchers (Krautmann et al., 2003).

Stamina tends to be valued much more for starting pitchers compared to relief pitchers as

the average number of innings pitched for starting pitchers is more than twice that of relief

pitchers during their entry-level seasons in our data. For this reason, a trade-off typically

exists between innings pitched and other normalized rate metrics such as strikeout rate or

earned run average for starting pitchers. Since stamina is not nearly as valued for relief

pitchers, these normalized rate metrics for relief pitchers tend to be more highly valued by

teams. Thus, a direct comparison of performance metrics for starting pitchers and relief

pitchers can lead to misleading results pertaining to differences in quality by pitcher type.

However, we can make a direct performance comparison when focusing on pitcher transi-

tions by comparing the post-transition season-level performance for entry-level relief pitchers

who transitioned roles early in their careers to the season-level performance of entry-level

starters who never transition roles in our data. We can analogously compare the post-

transition season-level performance of entry-level starting pitchers who transitioned roles

early in their careers to the season-level performance of entry-level relievers who never tran-
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sition roles in our data. Once again we define an early career transition to be a role transition

that takes place within the first three seasons of a pitcher’s career. To compare pitcher qual-

ity in each case, we will run an independent two sample t-test to determine if significant

differences exist between the two pitcher groups for season-level hit rates, strike out rates,

walk rates, runs allowed per 9 innings, and innings pitched. Our data includes every pitcher

season for these groups for which the pitcher had at least 5 innings pitched. This minimum

number of innings pitched is used for the stability of our rate metrics. If systematic differ-

ences in pitcher quality between entry-level starting pitchers and entry-level relief pitchers

exist, then we would expect to see that entry-level starting pitchers perform better than

entry-level relief pitchers across performance metrics for both comparison sets. The corre-

sponding t-test results are included below.

Table 4.2: Independent Two-Sample t-test: Transition Group - Early Career Entry-Level
Relief Pitcher to Starting Pitcher Transitions

Variable Control Group Mean Transition Group Mean Difference Standard Error t-value
Hit Rate 1.030 1.051 -0.0209*** 0.00603 -3.464
Strikeout Rate 0.740 0.676 0.0644*** 0.00630 10.236
Walk Rate 0.364 0.366 -0.00183 0.00438 -0.417
Runs Allowed Per 9 Innings 4.900 5.037 -0.137* 0.0535 -2.559
Innings Pitched 132.382 136.038 -3.656 2.112 -1.731
Sample Size: Control Group = 2,344; Transition Group = 2,326
*** p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * p<0.05

Table 4.3: Independent Two-Sample t-test: Transition Group - Early Career Entry-Level
Starting Pitcher to Relief Pitcher Transitions

Variable Control Group Mean Transition Group Mean Difference Standard Error t-value
Hit Rate 1.010 1.050 -0.0400*** 0.00649 -6.166
Strikeout Rate 0.799 0.756 0.0437*** 0.00623 7.010
Walk Rate 0.456 0.439 0.0172*** 0.00469 3.663
Runs Allowed Per 9 Innings 4.955 5.253 -0.297*** 0.0559 -5.321
Innings Pitched 41.783 55.057 -13.274*** 0.670 -19.822
Sample Size: Control Group = 7,770; Transition Group = 2,608
*** p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * p<0.05

Our t-tests yield results that contradict the theory that entry-level relief pitchers are
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systematically lower ability pitchers. In both cases, the pitchers who transition roles perform

significantly worse than their comparison group for hit rate, strikeout rate, and runs allowed

per 9 innings. Pitchers who transition roles do not perform significantly worse than the

control group for walk rate and innings pitched in both cases. These are striking results

given that entry-level starting pitchers maintained survival advantages over entry-level relief

pitchers for both comparison sets. Thus, these results suggest that the survival advantage for

entry-level starting pitchers cannot be explained by systematic differences in quality between

the two entry-level pitcher groups.

One limitation of our Kaplan-Meier approach thus far is that it does not allow for multi-

variate analysis in determining the variables that influence pitcher survival. To address this

issue we utilize a Cox-Proportional Hazard model to simultaneously account for the impact

of multiple covariates on the career length of MLB pitchers. This approach will allow for us

to control for pitcher performance measures and will serve as a robustness check for our pre-

vious results based on our Kaplan-Meier estimates. The structure of the Cox-Proportional

Hazard model is as follows:

(4.2) λ(t|X) = λ0(t)exp(Xβ) + ε,

where the equation represents the hazard function at time t given the covariate vector X

and β represents the vector of coefficients to be estimated. Covariates included in our model

are defined in the table below:
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Table 4.4: Covariates for Cox-Proportional Hazard Model

Covariate Definition
RP Dummy variable indicating entry-level relief pitcher

Trans Dummy variable indicating role transition within first three seasons of career
Age Entry-level age

ZInnings Entry-level innings pitched standardized by season and entry-level pitcher group
ZHitRate Entry-level hit rate standardized by season and entry-level pitcher group
ZKRate Entry-level strikeout rate standardized by season and entry-level pitcher group

ZBBRate Entry-level walk rate standardized by season and entry-level pitcher group
Time Time Trend

We standardize performance metrics by pitcher type and season to account for the struc-

tural differences in the roles between starting pitchers and relief pitchers as previous men-

tioned. For the stability of our rate metrics, we only include entry-level seasons in which the

pitcher had at least five innings pitched once again. Additionally, we interact our entry-level

relief pitcher dummy variable (RP ) with all of our other covariates to determine if significant

differences exist in the impact these variables have on the career length of entry-level relief

pitchers compared to entry-level starting pitchers.

In regards to our performance variables, if structural differences exist in the overall qual-

ity of starting pitchers and relief pitchers, we would expect to see significant coefficients for

the interaction terms between our relief pitcher dummy variable and performance variables.

In particular, if lower quality pitchers structurally get sorted into the entry-level reliever

pool, we expect that relief pitchers will need to perform at a level higher on the standard-

ized performance distribution than entry-level starting pitchers to achieve a similar career

length. Therefore, a one standard deviation improvement for any of our performance metrics

should be significantly less valuable in increasing career length for entry-level relief pitchers

compared to entry-level starting pitchers if a systematic difference in quality exists between

the two pitcher types.
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Once again, as a robustness check we run our Cox-Proportional Hazard model using

different thresholds for our starting pitcher vs. relief pitcher classification. The first model

follows the primary classification we have used thus far and classifies a pitcher as a relief

pitcher if he makes at least 50% of his appearances as a relief pitcher and as a starting pitcher

otherwise. The second model narrows the starting pitcher classification while widening the

relief pitcher classification by classifying a pitcher as a relief pitcher if he makes at least 25%

of his appearances as a relief pitcher and as a starting pitcher otherwise. The third model

widens the starting pitcher classification while narrowing the relief pitcher classification by

classifying a pitcher as a relief pitcher if he makes at least 75% of his appearances as a

relief pitcher and as a starting pitcher otherwise. In addition to the covariates listed in

Table 4.4, we also include team level fixed effects in all models as well. The results of our

Cox-Proportional Hazard models are included below:
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Table 4.5: Cox-Proportional Hazard Model Coefficients

Variable RP: 50% RP: 25% RP: 75%

RP 1.244*** 1.158*** 1.258***
(0.414) (0.436) (0.398)

Trans 0.00609 -0.0568 -0.0143
(0.0636) (0.0731) (0.0596)

ZHitRate 0.00622 -0.00856 0.0134
(0.0257) (0.0294) (0.0230)

ZKRate -0.127*** -0.140*** -0.136***
(0.0292) (0.0339) (0.0254)

ZBBRate 0.0691*** 0.0681** 0.0605**
(0.0266) (0.0297) (0.0242)

ZInnings -0.154*** -0.165*** -0.183***
(0.0488) (0.0530) (0.0448)

Age 0.165*** 0.168*** 0.171***
(0.0143) (0.0161) (0.0128)

Time -0.00180 -0.000356 -0.00383
(0.00292) (0.00339) (0.00258)

RP*Trans -0.484*** -0.357*** -0.415***
(0.0914) (0.0953) (0.0922)

RP*ZHitRate 0.0471 0.0588* 0.0441
(0.0324) (0.0348) (0.0313)

RP*ZKRate -0.000878 0.0204 0.0210
(0.0363) (0.0396) (0.0344)

RP*ZBBRate 0.0153 0.0205 0.0278
(0.0335) (0.0354) (0.0324)

RP*ZInnings -0.0179 0.000324 0.00370
(0.0581) (0.0608) (0.0557)

RP*Age -0.0371** -0.0326* -0.0422***
(0.0172) (0.0184) (0.0164)

RP*Time 0.00228 0.000990 0.00496
(0.00349) (0.00380) (0.00334)

Observations 3,456 3,456 3,456
Failures 3,172 3,172 3,172
Log Likelihood -22740.163 -22747.200 -22746.511
Standard errors in parentheses

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Team level fixed effects included

Our estimates confirm several of our prior findings. The relief pitcher indicator variable

is positive and significant for all models, indicating that being an entry-level relief pitcher

has a negative overall impact on career length. We see that our standardized strikeout rate,
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walk rate and innings pitched variables are all significant and with the expected signs in

each model. Additionally, as expected, players with higher entry-level ages tend to have

significantly shorter career lengths. As for our relief pitcher interaction terms, we observe

that an early career role transition for entry-level relief pitchers significantly improves their

career length while an early career role transition for entry-level starting pitchers has an

insignificant impact on their career lengths. The only other variable consistently significant

at the .05 level when interacted with our relief pitcher dummy variable is age. These results

indicate that entering the league at a later age is more detrimental to the survival of entry-

level starting pitchers compared to entry-level relief pitchers. We do not observe any other

significant coefficients across models for our relief pitcher interaction terms, including all

performance variables. This supports our previous finding that survival differences cannot

be explained by systematic differences in quality between starting pitchers and relief pitchers.

Thus far we have focused exclusively on career length as our dependent variable of interest

in our analysis showing that an entry-level reliever assignment has a negative impact on one’s

career compared to an entry-level starting pitcher assignment. As an alternate specification

we utilize the model structure from our Cox-Proportional Hazard models to determine if

our independent variables have a similar effect on career earnings. This specification will

allow us to account for any compensation advantages or disadvantages for these roles that

career length may not capture. For this specification we use an OLS model with team level

fixed effects and standard errors robust to heteroskedasticity with the natural log of career

earnings as our dependent variable and the same covariates from Table 4.4 as our independent

variables. The salary data we use to measure career earnings is obtained from the Lahman

Database. Since the salary data only includes guaranteed salaries for Major League contracts,

players that only earned salaries on prorated contracts at the Major League level after being

promoted from the minor leagues are excluded in this data. Once again three separate models

are run using the exact same respective relief pitcher and starting pitcher classifications for
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the results in Table 4.5. The results of our career earnings regressions are included below.

Table 4.6: Career Earnings Regressions - Dependent Variable: ln(Career Earnings)

Variable RP: 50% RP: 25% RP: 75%

RP -2.435*** -2.501** -2.491***
(0.927) (1.017) (0.899)

Trans -0.425*** -0.514*** -0.331***
(0.127) (0.149) (0.120)

ZHitRate -0.0586 -0.0569 -0.0497
(0.0545) (0.0614) (0.0505)

ZKRate 0.275*** 0.252*** 0.317***
(0.0612) (0.0742) (0.0554)

ZBBRate -0.193*** -0.144** -0.178***
(0.0550) (0.0625) (0.0507)

ZInnings 0.493*** 0.517*** 0.531***
(0.0919) (0.0991) (0.0854)

Age -0.189*** -0.198*** -0.204***
(0.0337) (0.0392) (0.0312)

Time 0.0104* 0.00663 0.0153***
(0.00629) (0.00723) (0.00567)

RP*Trans 1.225*** 1.279*** 1.076***
(0.177) (0.188) (0.179)

RP*ZHitRate -0.0355 -0.0227 -0.0469
(0.0677) (0.0728) (0.0661)

RP*ZKRate -0.0185 0.00393 -0.0956
(0.0751) (0.0848) (0.0720)

RP*ZBBRate 0.0494 -0.0255 0.0382
(0.0702) (0.0750) (0.0686)

RP*ZInnings -0.147 -0.166 -0.152
(0.107) (0.113) (0.102)

RP*Age 0.0456 0.0445 0.0614
(0.0390) (0.0433) (0.0374)

RP*Time 0.00455 0.00557 -0.000834
(0.00761) (0.00825) (0.00736)

Constant 20.50*** 20.85*** 20.54***
(0.889) (1.009) (0.834)

Observations 2,171 2,171 2,171
R-squared 0.203 0.200 0.200
Robust standard errors in parentheses

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Team level fixed effects included

These results are largely consistent with our Cox Proportional Hazard model results from

Table 4.5. An entry-level relief pitcher assignment has a negative impact on career earnings
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while standardized strikeout rate, walk rate and innings pitched variables are all significant

and with the expected signs once again in each model. Older debut ages negatively impact

career earnings while transitioning from a relief pitcher to starting pitcher early in one’s career

positively influence career earnings. One difference between the results in Table 4.5 and Table

4.6 is that entry-level starting pitchers who transition to relief pitchers early in their careers

see a significant decrease in career earnings in all regressions, whereas the impact of this

transition on career length was insignificant in Table 4.5. Once again, we do not observe any

other significant coefficients across models for our relief pitcher interaction terms, including

all performance variables. We take these results to be a confirmation of our previous findings

on the impact of a pitcher’s entry-level assignment on his career opportunities.

4.4 Discussion and Conclusions

This paper has conducted a survival analysis to determine if a pitcher’s team-assigned,

entry-level role impacts his ability to survive in the league. We find strong evidence of

entry-level relief pitchers having a significant disadvantage in survival compared to entry-

level starting pitchers. Our Kaplan-Meier estimates and log-rank test results show that the

career lengths of entry-level relief pitchers are lower than that of entry-level starting pitchers

and that these differences are statistically significant. Furthermore, after completing our

analysis conditioning our sample on years of experience, we find that statistically significant

survival differences between entry-level starting pitchers and relief pitchers last until a pitcher

reaches 12 years of experience. Thus, the survival disadvantage for entry-level relief pitchers

essentially lasts for the duration of a given pitcher’s career, with the exception of entry-level

relief pitchers who survive to the upper tail of the career length distribution.

This paper then uses the frequency of early-career role transitions to determine whether

survival disadvantages (advantages) continue to exist for entry-level relief (starting) pitchers
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given an early-career role transition. Our Kaplan-Meier estimates and log-rank test continue

to show that entry-level relief pitchers who transitioned to starting pitchers early in their

careers still face a statistically significant survival disadvantage compared to other entry-

level starting pitchers, while entry-level starting pitchers who transitioned to relief pitchers

early in their careers still maintain a statistically significant survival advantage compared to

other entry-level relief pitchers. We also find that in both cases that pitchers who transition

roles perform significantly worse than those who do not for hit rate, strikeout rate, and

runs allowed per 9 innings. Thus, survival advantages for entry-level starting pitchers who

transition roles early in their careers cannot be explained by differences in performance and

systematic differences in pitcher quality between entry-level starting pitchers and entry-level

relief pitchers.

Finally, to conduct a multivariate survival analysis we utilize a Cox-Proportional Hazard

model using different thresholds for our pitcher type classification. The results confirm

our prior findings of a significant survival disadvantage for entry-level relief pitchers while

standardized strikeout rate, walk rate and innings pitched variables are all significant in

determining a player’s career length. Additionally, we do not find any significant differences

in the impact of performance variables standardized by position on career length for starting

pitchers versus relief pitchers. This further suggests that differences in survival between

entry-level starting pitchers and entry-level relief pitchers cannot be explained by systematic

differences in quality. As a robustness check we then used an OLS regression to study the

impact of a pitcher’s entry-level role assignment on his career earnings. The results are

largely consistent with our observations from our Cox-Proportional Hazard model analysis

as the same variables that tend to have a significant impact on career length tend to also

have a significant impact on career earnings.

There are several potential reasons that explain why this survival difference between

entry-level pitcher types exist. First, as illustrated in Figures 4.1 and 4.2, the growth of the
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relief pitcher position in Major League Baseball has led to a much larger labor supply of

players compared to any other position in MLB. As a result, we would expect to see greater

competition for relief pitcher positions and lower tolerance for poor positions compared to

other positions in baseball. Secondly, given that starting pitchers have historically been

viewed as the more valuable pitcher type, teams may perceive a pitcher’s entry-level position

as a signal of a pitcher’s ability, despite the fact that we do not find evidence of structural

differences in ability between the two groups. Finally, differences in injury risk due to the

structural differences in the roles of starting pitchers and relief pitchers may be another

potential explanation of our findings. However, most of the previous research on pitcher

injury suggests that injuries tend to have a greater impact on starting pitchers compared to

relief pitchers since they tend to have a greater workload than relief pitchers in the form of

innings pitched and pitches thrown (Gibson et al. [2007], Cerynik et al. [2008], Bradbury

& Forman [2012], Jones et al. [2013], Karakolis et al. [2013], Whiteside et al. [2016],

and Marshall et al. [2018]). Nevertheless, given that relief pitchers tend to pitch in far

more games with fewer rest days between appearances compared to starting pitchers, an

interesting area of future research would be to further quantify the difference in injury risk

between these positions.

The results of this study also reveal how the early-career decisions made by teams on

behalf of their players greatly influence the trajectory of player careers in Major League

Baseball. Teams subjectively decide whether pitchers debut in the league as starting pitchers

or relief pitchers, but our results show that this decision can dramatically affect a player’s

ability to survive in the league. Additionally, given that players often face restricted mobility

early in their careers due to the reserve clause, players often do not have other employment

options if they are unhappy with their team-assigned role unless they are granted a release

by their current team. This essentially creates a situation for which pitchers are often forced

to accept their entry-level roles, greatly influencing their survivability and career path in the
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league.

While entry-level relief pitchers clearly face a survival disadvantage compared to entry-

level starting pitchers, it should also be noted that there are surely certain situations for

which an entry-level relief pitcher assignment may end up having a positive effect on career

length. The most obvious example would be if a pitcher is given an opportunity to establish

himself as a starting pitcher in the minor leagues, but struggles in the role due to poor

performance. In such a case, the only realistic option for the pitcher to reach the Major

Leagues may be as a relief pitcher, for which less stamina in a single game is required

compared to starting pitchers. Thus, in such a situation, an entry-level relief pitcher role

would be in the best interests of both the player and the team.

However, a potential issue arises when the best interests of the player and team differ.

Such a situation would be when a pitcher’s opportunity to establish himself in a starting

pitcher role is either limited or absent (many pitchers are drafted out of college and assigned

a relief pitcher role immediately in the minor leagues) prior to debuting at the Major League

level. The problem also presents itself when the player is assigned an entry-level relief

pitcher role due to the needs or roster construction of the team at the time of the pitcher’s

debut. Another interesting area of future research would be to investigate the determinants

of a pitcher’s entry-level role and transition likelihood at a more granular level. Since this

paper does not find significant differences in pitcher quality between pitcher types, additional

variables to consider may include more physiological attributes (height, weight, pitch velocity,

etc.) or more structural attributes (pitcher role in college/high school, college/high school

attended, team organizational depth at time of player draft, etc.).

This study illustrates how the early-career decisions made by employers on behalf of their

employees can ultimately have career altering implications for workers. Given the results of

this study, future research investigating how such decisions impact the career paths of their

employees in other industries is warranted. Specifically in the sports industry, these results
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raise issues with the current institutional rules of baseball pertaining to a team’s control

over a player once he is drafted by the team. Such findings suggest that changes to the

collective bargaining agreement shrinking a team’s control over minor league players may be

warranted as well.
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Chapter V

Conclusion

This dissertation utilizes the abundance of player, team, and wage data in Major League

Baseball to conduct three studies pertaining to the player labor market and team decision

making process in Major League Baseball.

The first study (Chapter 2) investigates whether the salary determination process for free

agent players significantly changed after the publication of Moneyball while using run values

to structurally determine a player’s exact contributions to team production. The structural

nature of run values improves upon the “ad-hoc” metrics used in previous research and allows

us to more accurately assess a player’s productivity as well as the impact of his performance

outcomes on the salary determination process. It is found that the labor market for free

agent players appropriately rewarded players according to their run value contributions both

before and after publication of Moneyball, providing evidence contrary to the conclusions of

previous research based on more “ad-hoc” measures of player productivity.

The second study (Chapter 3) uses a financial portfolio theory framework to investigate

the impact of player and team mean and variance on team production. Using this framework,

an analysis of trade efficiency is completed over the timeframe 1994-2016. It is found that

both mean and variance positively affect team production. Given that variance is largely

ignored in most measures of productivity in professional sports, this study illustrates the
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need to account for performance variance when evaluating talent. This study also finds that

trade efficiency has improved dramatically over this timeframe, consistent with the growth of

analytics used in the decision-making process of professional sports teams during this time.

The final study (Chapter 4) investigates the impact of a pitcher’s entry-level assignment

on his ability to survive in the league. It is found that entry-level relief pitchers experience

significantly shorter careers than entry-level starting pitchers and that significant survival

differences continue to persist even when focusing exclusively on pitchers that transition roles

early in their careers. Furthermore, this study does not find that entry-level relief pitchers

are systematically of lower ability than entry-level starting pitchers, indicating that these

differences in survival cannot be explained by differences in pitcher quality.

Each paper within this dissertation illustrates how the professional sports industry can be

used to help contribute to the more general body of research in disciplines such as economics

and finance. Thanks to the unique setting of professional sports, where productivity can be

easily observed and quantified, as well as the abundance of publicly available performance

and wage data, researchers are able to test theory and investigate research questions related

to these broader disciplines. Such studies can be otherwise be difficult to conduct for other

industries due to limitations in data availability and objective performance measurement.

As a result, the areas of sport economics and sport finance should continue to provide fruitful

research going forward. Areas of future study pertaining to these papers are self-contained

within each respective chapter.
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